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bid to find conversion bin
. byHMM SHAPIRO and UAT COtUHS

- r
of the American and

Israeli Reform and Conservative move-
ments last night said they are unsure
whether they will agree to suspend their
High

;
Conn petitions on conversion for

three months, in the hope that by then a
permanent solution to the issue could be
jound.

.

At a. Coalition meeting yesterday, unan-
imous agreement was reached for an ini-
tiative by MK Avraham Ravitz (United
Torah Judaism) to freeze action on the
conversion bill, which says that only the
Chief Rabbinate may validate conver-
sions in Israel, if the petitions also are

promise
suspended.
However, Rabbi Gil Naliv, president of

the Israel Rabbinical Assembly
(Conservative), said the leaders of the
two movements would have to sit down,
perhaps with their lawyers, and discuss
all the various proposals, before they
could say whether any offered a solution
to the problem.
The effort to reach a compromise

gained momentum as it became clear
that Tsomet, Yisrael Ba’aliya, and the
Third Way all would break coalition dis-
cipline and vote against the bill on its

second and thisd readings.
The Knesset Law Committee is sched-

uled to meet today to discuss the bill,

with the participation of Jewish Agency
Chairman Avraham Burg and the non-
Orthodox representatives.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
yesterday confirmed reports that he had
canceled his planned visit to the US.
“I will do everything possible to find a

compromise that will be acceptable to all

sides," he told reporters.

Following a meeting wiih coalition
chainnan Michael Eitan and MKs Ze’ev
Begin and Alex Lubotzfcy. Rabbi Uri
Regev, director of the Reform move-
ment’s Israel Religious Action Center,
said that he and his colleagues were

impressed by the sincerity of those with
whom they had met. but they are still

unsure whether there was enouch of a
basis to go to the families whom thev
represented and say that there would be
a solution.

"We can'r just think of ourselves in

this issue. We are representing families
in which there is real human sufferina."

he said.

The hopes that a solution was on the
way appeared to ebb following a meet-
ing between the non-Orthodo\ rabbis
and former Ashkenazi chief rabbi
Avraham Shapiro, who told them in no
uncertain terms that the Chief Rabbinate

is the only body in Israel which could
authorize conversion.

The meeting had been heralded as a
historic breakthrough, however it ended
after only 20 minutes with the Reform
and Conservative rabbis convinced that

there was no basis for discussion.
Shapiro, who is considered to be one

of the main spiritual mentors of the

National Religious Party, told them that

the supremacy of the Chief Rabbinate
not only "discriminated” against the

Reform and Conservative, but against

many Orthodox groups which would like

to conduct their own conversions.
Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy

INRPi told his faction that a public com-
mittee would be formed to find a com-
promise solution. This could take
months or even a year, he said. Levy said
Jhat at present no compromise which had
been raised was acceptable to the NRP.

facli
9n decided that apian fromMK Shaul Yahalom. w ho chairs the Law

Committee, the NRP MKs will not meet
with the non-Onhodox representatives,
tahalom said he is prepared to discuss
any solution, as long as it preserves the
status quo and the status of the Chief
Rabbinate.

See COMPROMISE, Page 2

15 Palestinians injured in Hebron riots
By MARGOT DUDKEVITCH,

AMEN O'SULLIVAN,

and JON IMMANUEL

One border policeman and 15
Palestinians were wounded yester-

day in the third coosecutive day of
rioting in Hebron. Gashes
between Palestinians and IDF

Arafat ordered Morag riots,

Page 2

troops and bcuderpolicemeh con-
tinued throughout the day.
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previotis .days, and once again the

Palestinian Police did hot inter-

vene.

Meanwhile, the IDF filed a

strong complaint with the security

coordination committee, accusing

the Palestinian Police and the

Palestinian Authority of not pre-

venting Arabs from rioting around

Jewish settlements in the Gaza
Strip.

The IDF complaint said the vio-

lations were particularly severe,

since they took place while com-

manders on both sides were meet-

ing in an effort to resolve the con-

flict The complaint also accused

die. Palestinian Police of ignoring

agreements to subdue the riots, the

array said.

According to the IDF

Spokesman, stones, firebombs,

and a homemade pipe bomb were

thrown at rDF troops and border

policemen in Hebron yesterday.

The spokesman said one

Palestinian was arrested and

detained for questioning.

At noon OC Central Command
Maj.-Gen. Uzi Dayan and OC
Judea and Samaria Maj.-Gen. Gabi

Ophir visited the area. At the same

time, a delegation from the Foreign

Ministry toured the area with

Hebron community spokesman

Noam Amon.
"The group consisted of Israeli

ambassadors due to take up their

post overseas who wanted to study
the situation close up,” Amon said,

adding that die group also saw riot-

ing Palestinians and other vitia-

tions of the Hebron Accord. "The
situation is explosive,” he said.

A PA security official defended
the Palestinian Police inaction by
saying, “We will not kill people in

the streets just because die Israeli

government did not pay what it

was supposed to pay.”

PA Brig. Samir Siksek, deputy

chairman of the joint securitycom-
mittee said, said at a seminar on
Extremism and Democracy under
theauspiebsoffceTsrael-Palestine
Center for Research and
Information: “There is a limit to

our power. If you crush your citi-

zens, they are no longer tidiged to

fulfill any laws.”

In Gush Katif, Palestinians

accompanied by members of the

media broke into the Avraham
farm opposite Netzer Hazani at

noon. According to Gush Katif

spokesman Shlomo Kostiner, the

Palestinians tore down the fence

surrounding the farm that contains

hundreds ofdunams of agricultural

plots tended by Gush Katif resi-

dents. Kostiner said the

Palestinians damaged hothouses

and uprooted vegetables. He added
when IDF troops arrived they

pushed the Palestinians off the

farm.

The IDF Spokesman said that

troops arrived almost immediately

and fired rubber bullets and tear

gas pellets to disperse the rioters.

The Spokesman said the

Palestinians damaged crops and

hothouses and during the clashes a

Gush Katif resident fired shots into

the air, but no one was injured.

However, Palestinians claimed the

resident shot a 25-year-old

Palestinian man in the leg. He was

hospitalized in Khan Yunis with

moderate injuries, they said.

A border policeman grabs a Palestinian youth around the neck and arrests him for throwing
rocks during clashes in Hebron yesterday. One bonder policeman and 15 Palestinian rioters

were injured.

Barak plans to send

team to London

to study Blair’s style

Soldier killed, three

others wounded in Lebanon

Bw SARAH HONKj

7-

Labor Party leader Ehud Barak

plans to send a team of exP®^
to Britain to learn the secret of

Prime Minister Tony Blair s

^Barak explained that he hopes

“to find out what it was that

Blair did to rehaMj**
British Labor Party and to bnng

it back to power. I would like to

make use of his expjnence and

to employ his methods here.

Barak said that he has not

ruled out the possibility of

renaming his party, as
.

-

with his party. Barak said

seriously considering chan^mg

’the name to the New

P

^is may have ^psychologi-

cal significance, Ajwsj1 *
J?

aware that a name isn
j

ibmp ond that the really impo_

500007

rant thing is the substance of the

message. Bui even names and

appearances have their impor-

tance,” he said.

Both positive and negative

reactions flowed in from Labor

MKs. Nissim Zvilli, who

resigned on Sunday as party sec-

retary-general, said he thinks

that “the notion of a new name

for the party is altogether super-

fluous. It is the same party and it

smells the same no matter what

you call it. , .

“What is important is Jttw
party be rehab.lnated and tha.it

get closer to the grass roois,

instead of doing what was done

when the Histadrnt was called

ihe ‘New Histadrut. That did

not generate an outpouring of

SjJJmdwUu withan oW

established party, which ha

contributed so nju ^this

JSi i-'f *
mate "tself Levant once

more"

By DAVID RUPGE

Fighting continued in south

Lebanon yesterday, following the

explosion in the security zone on

Sunday night which damaged a

Merkava tank, killing Staff-SgL

Ya’acov Algamis and wounding

three other soldiers.

Algamis, 20, of Jerusalem, of

the Givati Brigade, was buried at

the Ml Herzl Military Cemetery

yesterday evening.

He died while being evacuated

by helicopter to Haifa's Rambam

Hospital, after a two-hour rescue

operation to extricate the casual-

ties fiom inside the tank.

Two of the wounded were

released after treatment at the

hospital, but the third was

detained. He was reported to be

suffering from light injuries.

The incident occurred in the

security zone’s western sector.

Initial inquiries by Northern

Command revealed that the tank

ran over two mines which dam-

aged its treads, although there

was no penetration of its armor.

The mines also may have been

connected to a large explosive

device which also detonated,

adding to the shock of the blast.

Hizbullah claimed responsibili-

ty*

The shock wave also caused

the casualties among the soldiers

aboard the tank and prevented

them from getting out because

US may taget Hizbullah

drug trade. Page 3

both the turret and the rear door

were stuck.

The rescue operations took two

hours, during which a doctor and

medic managed to get an infu-

sion to Algamis and speak to the

other soldiers. It wasn’t until

another tank deliberately struck

the cannon of the damaged lank

and moved it, however, that res-

cuers were able to reach them.

OC Lebanon Brig.-Gen. Eli

Amitai said it was the first time

in his experience that both access

points to a tank were jammed in

this fashion.

He stressed that the rescue

operation had been mounted

quickly, but there had been great

difficulties in reaching Algamis,

who had apparently suffered

iniemal injuries.

“When it became clear that

there were casualties, the rescue

force got to the scene very quick-

ly, bufoperation took a long time

because the two access points

were jammed. It took about two

hours until we managed to extri-

caie ihe casualties,” Mid Amitai.

"There were two mines, which is

called a sandwich, and possibly a

very powerful explosive shock

device as well. The matter is still

being investigated."

One of the aspects of the inves-

tigation is likely to concentrate

on ways of fitting tanks with

additional escape hatches or

other means of getting out. in the

event that the muin access points

are jammed.
The incident further heightened

tension in south Lebanon, fol-

lowing the recent escalation in

Hizbullah attacks.

A Lebanese civilian was lightly

wounded yesterday in a roadside

bomb blast in the Jezzine enclave

north of the security zone.

There were also reports of

long-range mortar fire at an IDF
outpost in die zone's eastern sec-

tor. There were no casualties.

PM said

looking

to dump
Meridor

By SARAH HOMG, AMOTZ ASA-EL,
and DAVID HARRIS

The latent discord between
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Finance Minister

Dan Meridor took center stage

yesterday, with speculation rife

that Netanyahu is seeking to trig-

ger Meridor's resignation.

Late last night, Meridor can-

celled a trip to the United Slates

for talks with Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright and Jordan's

Crown Prince "Hassan as he,

Netanyahu and Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel were
locked in debate over proposed
currency exchange reforms which

would potentially include, in addi-

tion to a foreign exchange reform,

budgetary correction, and an inter-

est rate cul
The speculation over Meridor's

future was heightened by
Netanyahu’s very emphatic
refusal to comment about a possi-

ble cabinet reshuffle.

"I have absolutely no intention

of getting into this,” Netanyahu
told reporters at the Knesset.

When asked whether he gives

Meridor’s performance high
marks, he stated that he "will

absolutely not hand out marks to

anyone."
It is rumored that Netanyahu

would like to see Meridor out of
his government, and possibly

replaced by Ariel Sharon.

Sharon’s National Infrastructure

portfolio, according to this sce-

nario, could then be handed over

to Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi,

whose portfolio would be restored

to Ya’acov Ne’eman.
Moreover, if Meridor leaves, the

total number of ministers would
still stand at 17, thus making it

possible for Netanyahu to co-opt

one more minister to take over the

science portfolio vacated by Ze’ev
Begin. The law currently limits

the number of ministers to IS. MK
Sylvan Shalom is the chief con-
tender for the science portfolio,

Meridor always has been con-

sidered Netanyahu’s least favorite

minister. He was appointed only

after pressure by Begin, when the

government formation process

was at its height. Meridor has
since become a constant dissent-

ing voice, most notably during the

Bar-On Affair.

Despite the reported bad blood
between the two, the prevailing

opinion around Netanyahu is that

he cannot fire Meridor. This
would incur the wrath of such

ministers as Limor Livnat and get

Netanyahu into too much political

hot water. He can make life in the

government more difficult for

Meridor, but Likud insiders do not

think that Meridor can easily be

goaded into quitting.

Meanwhile, at the fifth annual

Caesarea economic conference,

Netanyahu said there will be virtu-

ally no foreign currency restric-

tions by this time next year. The
conference is attended by the

country’s economic elite, under

the auspices of the Israel

Democracy Institute.

Netanyahu stopped short of cast-

ing the deciding vote in the ongo-

ing dispute between the Treasury

and Bank of Israel, though he

promised to do so imminently.

“In about a year, we will go from
a situation where everything is

forbidden unless said otherwise, to

a position where everything is per-

mitted except for a certain rela-

tively small number of specifics,”

he said.

Before Netanyahu's speech,

both Agriculture Minister Rafael

Eitan and Industry and Trade
Minister Natan Sharansky urged

him to hold an all-embracing cab-

inet debate on the economy before

announcing any changes.

In a letter to Netanyahu,
Sharansky urged, "in the most
emphatic way. that no such steps

be implemented until a dialogue is

held with the participation of the

relevant ministers, the Bank of
Israel governor, and industry rep-

resentatives.”

See NERtDOR, Page 2
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UN cancels Israel mission
The UN yesterday said it was cancelling a planned mission to

Israel to discuss construction in eastern Jerusalem because of
what it called unacceptable conditions imposed by Israel. “The
restrictions imposed on the scope of the mission by the govern-
ment of Israeli were not acceptable to the UN.” spokesman Fred
Hekhard said. UN sources said Israel wanted no reference to die .

resolution demanding an immediate halt to Har Homa in the
talks with Israeli officials, and any discussions the UN envoy
would have with officials outside the Israeli government, such
as Palestinians, could not be included in the report Reuter

Wife: suspected land dealer didn’t ktli himself
The wife of a suspected Palestinian land dealer yesterday

denied he committed suicide and said he was beaten in

Palestinian custody. Hakam Kamhawi, 57, died Sunday in a hos-
pital in Ramallah.

A Palestinian security official has said Kamhawi apparently
killed himself. However, Kamhawi's wife, Ansaf, said her hus-
band had no reason to take his own life. “He would never have
committed suicide,” she said. “I saw his body. It showed signs
of torture." Ap

Islamic groups win Al-Quds University poll

Hamas and Islamic Jihad lists easily defeated the PLO-afSliated
Fatah in elections for the Al-Quds (Jerusalem) University student
council. The Islamic lists jointly won about 61 percent of the voce
at the Palestinian university’s nine campuses, compared to 349b
for Fatah and 5% for die Democratic and Popular fronts. About
2.2kiO students study at die university. Itim

Indyk meets with
Levy in bid

to get talks moving
By JAY BUStfiNSKY

US concern that Egyptian medi-
ation failed to reactivate the peace
talks with the Palestinians track

brought Ambassador Martin Indyk
to the Foreign Ministry yesterday,

signalling another American bid to

break the deadlock.

Foreign Minister David Levy had
little if any time to prepare for

Indyk ’s unexpected arrival. Nor did
he or his guest make any public

statement when they parted.

The US had pinned its hopes on
Egyptian presidential adviser

Osama el-Baz* mission as a poten-
tial prelude to the resumption of
negotiations. But this prospect
appears unlikely in view of the

Palestinians’ assessment of his

mission as a total failure.

Indyk ’s visit came less than 24
hours alter Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat's com-
mented, reportedly in the pres-

ence of MK Shimon Peres, that

the Egyptians are not succeeding
in their effort.

C>ther Palestinian sources said

the Egyptians, including President

Hosni Mubarak, have been exert-

ing "heavy pressure” on Arafat to

stamp out corruption in the PA,
warning that he will face grave
consequences if this is not done.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu did not appear wor-
ried about ihe gloomy outlook
which has become pervasive
among the Palestinians.

Addressing an elite economic
forum in Caesarea, he said it will

be possible to go on with the

peace process only if there is a

tola! cessation of terrorism.

He warned that terrorist attacks

FEDERATION CJA
MONTREAL, CANADA JEWISH COMMUNITY

deeply mourns the untimely passing of

Mayor YITZHACK «jo) PAGER
of Beersheba

A distinguished leader, our partner, with a love of Beersheba
and the Negev, and a vision of hope for the future

We extend our sincere condolences to

Bracha and the family

Danyael Cantor

Executive Vice President

Yoine Goldstein

President

Ac r

Boston Chapter of Hadassah
The officers, board members, staff

and friends of the Boston Chapter of Hadassah
mourn the passing of

NATHAN RICHMAN
May his loved ones be comforted with all the mourners of Zion.

Surely, his-memory will be for a blessing.

PNAI - Parents of North American Israelis

mourns the loss of its former president

EDWARD RING ?

and extends sincere condolences to his family

PM: Arafat ordered Morag riots i- ... t.

ft

By LUT COLLINS

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat gave the green light

for the recent disturbances in

Morag, Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu charged yesterday.

“There was a clear set of instruc-

tions a few days ago in Gaza for
the violence that took place. I

can't tell you about Hebron, but I

can tell year that die Palestinian

Police have refrained from acting
against the violence on the
Palestinian side,” Netanyahu said

as he left the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee.
“I think that what is required

right now is die shunning of vio-

lence and a return to the negotiat-

ing table. We are engaged in the

process with Egyptian assistance.

and of course US assistance, to try

to resume the negotiations for

peace and security between us and
the Palestinians. The Palestinian

side should put its efforts there,

not in violence,” he said.

On the threat of war with Syria,

he said: "We don’t see any new
indications or signs of impending
war. This doesn’t mean that we
don’t watch. We hope that Syria
wQI enter the course of peace - this

is our desire- and we hope that this

will be facilitated by the US.
“As for our policy in Lebanon, it

is to protect the northern border. It

is not to occupy an inch of that

country's soil. Unfortunately, we
are unable to reach an agreement
with Hizbullah to stop attacking

our northern border, and therefore

we are there as long as no other

arrangement is possible.”

According to an official brief-

ing, Netanyahu told the commit-
tee: “The PA is under pressure and
in trouble."

He said that the Palestinians had
expected pressure to be placed cm
Israel from all quarters, but this

has not happened. He said that for

the past three weeks there have
been high-level mediation.

“The mediation is businesslike,

positive, and not intended to put

pressure on Israel. The is a practi-

cal search for ways to rekindle the

process.”

He noted that instead of the

pressure on Israel that the

Palestinians expected, the US
Congress is threatening to cut aid

to the PA. "The murders of the

land dealers have also made a bad

impression in the US.” he Mid.

The PA has .two choices, he said,

violence or dialogue. I see die

Palestinians are at the turning

point,” Netanyahu said.

He said the Palestinians are

cautious about directly fanning the

flames of terror, because they

know the response from both

Israel and the international com-

munity will be harsh.”

Netanyahu said he had not pre-

sented or drawn up any maps on

the permanent arrangements. “The

whole subject is at the height of

discussions in the security cabinet,

and even at the end ofthem I’m not

sure I will draw up a map. I also

don’t believe I have to say what the

scope of the second further rede-

ployment will be,” he said.

He said die first further rede-

ployment has not yet been imple-

mented because die Palestinians'

arc not abiding by all their com-

mitments under the agreement .

Later, MK Ehud Barak in his

first meeting with the Labor fee-,

tion as party head, said that

Netanyahu’s “amateurish and mis-

leading policies" are leading,to

war with Syria, armed Intifada

with the Palestinians, and isolation

in the world. V:7-’
He said if Syria does not think it

can gain anything by negotiations,

it will start the countdown .to

armed conflict He said had/bd

doubt Israel would be able tq-iyrn,

but it would cause heavy, casual-

ties, “and then we’ll bury our dead

and go back to the negotiating

table. To discuss what? Tbe same

things we could discuss toda^*^

Morag residents plan
new neighborhood

By MARGOT DUDKEVTTCH
and AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

will not be tolerated by his gov-

ernment “That is what has

changed,” he said.
'

Netanyahu contended that under
the previous government “there

was an inflation of expectations”

among Palestinians, to the extent

that they contemplated their early

return to Jaffa, Acre, and other

pre-1948 Arab population centers.

He said they anticipated Israel’s

return to the 1949 armistice lines;

division ofJerusalem into two cap-

itals; and partial if not total imple-

mentation of tiie “right to return.”

Proceeding with his parallel

contacts with regional leaders, the

European Union's peace envoy,
Miguel Moratinos, had a one-on-

one session with Levy that lasted

half an hour. Levy briefed him on
die current status of the peace

process. Moratinos was scheduled

to see Arafat afterward, then leave

for Syria.

A Foreign Ministry source said

Moratinos has been dealing with

tbe Palestinian and Syrian tracks

simultaneously. The update by
Levy was timed to coincide with

the start ofa majorEU conference

in Amsterdam today. Authoritative

Israeli sources anticipated a rela-

tively mild resolution, largely due
to Moratinos’ inpuL
He is due to confer with

President Hafez Assad in

Damascus tomorrow. He will be
one of the first foreign emissaries

to meet the Syrian leader since

Romania's Foreign Minister
Adrian Severin told Levy that

Romania is willing to host Camp
David style peace talks between
Israel and Syria.

Syria has not reacted publicly to

the proposal.

Charging the IDF has not lived

up to its promise to dismantle

protest tents set up by
Palestinians, irate Morag settle-

ment members and Gush Katif

residents last night laid a corner-

stone for a new neighborhood next
to the Palestinian tents.

“We were told the IDF would
dismantle the tents on Sunday,"
said Shivi Elon, a resident of
Morag. "There are at least 10
tents on our land."

Elon. said Morag residents are

not interested in provoking vio-

lence, but are frustrated that the

Palestinians remain on their land
and nothing is being done.
“Armed Palestinian Police min-
gle with the protesters, guiding
them and telling them what to

do,” he said.

Morag has been the scene of
violence and tension over the past

weeks, with rioting last Thursday.
The crux of the matter is a fence
surrounding the Morag hothouses,

which tiie Palestinians claim was
erected on their land.

The IDF denies the claim, but
in protest the Palestinians have
tom down the fence on several

occasions and set up tents in

protest

The IDF Spokesman said last nighi

the matter is being investigated.

Gush Katif spokesman Shlomo
Kostiner said approximately 100
Gush Katif residents joined
members of Morag at the site

demanding the Palestinians leave

the settlement.

Meanwhile, Palestinian and
Israeli security officials met over
the weekend in an effort to

resolve the Morag situation.

Palestinians say the disputed
fence forced them to make a two-
kilometer detour to get to the Sufa
crossing and their jobs.

According to a senior source,

an agreement was reached where
the Palestinians living in the

area would be allowed to pass
freely through Jewish-controlled

land and the Palestinians would
remove their protest tents.

But the Palestinians did not
stand by their agreement and the

tents were not removed, the

source said. They even damaged
a section of the fence, but the

IDF quickly repaired it, he said.

Tbe source accused the

Palestinians of busing in demon-
strators in order to keep the con-
flict going.

“They want to create pressure

points, to take a local problem
and make it a big deal." die

source said.

Hassan: US must
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MLUEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON - Jordan’s

Crown Prince Hassan yesterday

called on die US to adopt a more
aggressive role in the Israeli-

Palestinian crisis, saying the cur-

rent standoff is “dangerous and
threatening" and could lead “to the

collapse of all our endeavors and
achievements thus far.”

“I don’t think that time is on our
side. I don't think time is on tiie

side of peace," Hassan told the

Washington Institute for Near
East Policy. “And I do feel that

the concept of American facilita-

tion should evolve into a concept
of American engagement with the

parties, to bridge that gap
between [Israeli] security anxi-

eties on the one side and legiti-

mate [Palestinian] political aspi-

rations on the other.”

Hassan is in Washington this

week to participate in the regular

trilateral economic talks with the

US and Israel. He might also meet
with President Bill Clinton.

His comments came the same day

that a leading policy forum, the

Council on Foreign Relations,

released a report calling for greater

American involvement in tiie peace
talks, leading to a declaration of prin-

ciples fora final-status agreement
According to the CFR report, the

new DOP should culminate in an
accord for a demilitarized

Palestinian state possessing terri-

torial contiguity; security arrange-

ments taking into account Israel's

needs; the uprooting of a mini-
mum of Israeli settlers; and agreed
upon Palestinian “functional”

rights in Jerusalem.

The study was produced over
the past year by a task force con-
sisting of leading think-tank fig-

ures and former administration

officials. It aims to discard what
the organizers call the failed
incremental foundations of the

Oslo process.

At its core, the report calls on
the US to reexamine its policy of
intervening only at crisis points,

and to reveal how it wants a final

agreement to look, while not
imposing the solution itself.

A border policeman keeps watch yesterday over several dozen Palestinians demonstrating
opposite the US Consulate in Jerusalem over last week’s vote by Congress recognizing the
undivided city as Israel’s capital. (Hera)

Poll: Palestinians want new gov’t
By JON IMMANUEL

A majority of Palestinians would
support a move to bring down the

Palestinian Authority government
over corruption charges, a poll

indicated yesterday.

The Nablus-based Palestinian

Center for Research and Studies on
June 5-7 asked 1317 interviewees

whether drey would support a motion
of iKMxnfidence by the PA legisla-

tive council in light of the PA audi-

tor’s report (which said $323 mOlion
of an S866m. budget was wasted)
The response was 52 percent yes

and 32% no, with the remainder
undecided.

In Gaza, which is the seat of the

PA executive, the response was
59% yes, 32% no, and the rest

undecided

The lack ofconfidence in die cab-
inet does not necessarily reflect lack
of confidence in Chairman Yasser
Arafat, but in a separate question the

chairmanship received a 68% good
and very goal vote, compared with
79% in a PCRS poll two months
ago. The security services received
an equal reduction in support.

This lower esteem was marked
by particular incidents. For exam-
ple, the way tiie PA handled a
teachers' strike by arresting tiie

leaders and demanding they return
to work earned the PA a 27%
good or very good evaluation.
More than four-fifths of those
asked expressed an opinion,
which is interesting because veiy
little information about the strike
was available in the Palestinian
media, indicating that censorship

is not an effective way to suppress
news or influence public opinion.
A majority of 759b demanded

that the PA permit TV broadcasts,

of legislative council debates,
which ended when private broad-
caster Daoud Kuttab was arrested.

Only 46% had a good opinion of
the council's performance, and
42% said they appreciated it most
after seeing the broadcasts.
Support for the peace process

has increased from a low of 60%
in April to 68% .

The number of those who said

they support no particular political

faction increased from 29% to 36%,
almost equalling Fatah, which
stayed at 41 %. Support for Hamas
dropped from 10% to 8%.
The poll had a 3% margin! of

error.
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MERIDOR
Continued from Page 1

Throughout the day delegates

at the conference were to be seen
in heated discussions, before pro-

claiming their support for either

the Netanyahu-Frenkel or
Meridor camps. Following its

emergency discussion, the coor-
dinating bureau of economic
organizations (headed by

Manufacturers’ Association pres-

ident Dan Propper) issued a
statement showing clear support
for Meridor.

The bureau called for a pro-
gram that will lead to economic
growth, including foreign curren-
cy liberalization.

Tbe central bank has repeated-
ly called for tbe abolition of for-

eign exchange controls, leading
eventually to a folly convertible
shekel. While the Treasury also

sees this as a long-term objec-
tive, it has so far been unwilling
to set a deadline for such a move.
Ten months ago the central bank

handed its recommendations for

liberalization to the Treasury. But
there has been no evidence of the
two sides reaching a compromise
over these plans.

Netanyahu stressed that both
Frenkel and Meridor agreed there
was a need to come to an early
settlement of the dispute.
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At the Yisrael Ba’aliya meet-
ing on the issue. Industry and
Trade Minister Natan Sharansky
said his party would support any
suggestion which avoided the
need for tiie legislation.

Eitan also met with Labor fac-
tion leaders and invited them to
join the effort to find a solution.
He said the issue affected the

whole Jewish People and is not
just a coalition matter.

Labor faction chairman
Ra'anan Cohen is scheduled to
meet with the non-Orthodox
representatives today.

The caucus of MKs from reli-

gious parties met with five rabbini-

cal court presidents, who warned
them against taking steps toward
the Conservative and Reform, say-
ing the next stage would be that tiie

non-Orthodox would demand that

marriages they officiated at here

would be recognized.

The director of the Chief
Rabbinate, Gedalya Schreiber,
and its legal advisor, Menahem
Yanovsky, boycotted a meeting
between the non-Orthodox rab-
bis and State Attorney Elyakim
Rubinstein and his senior staff.

The boycott came after the Chief
Rabbinical Council yesterday
passed a resolution, its first official

statement on the issue, calling on
the government and the Knesset to

pass the conversion bill.
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Non-Jewish spouses
forced to leave country
while marriages checked

Natan Sharansky fr> yesterday greets Rabbi Jerome Epstein 0), execu-
Pf52en/*?f?l5?r

?
9ervative Movement’s United Synagogue ofAmerica and Rabbi ReuvenHammerbead of its Rabbinical Assembly of Israel, here to lobby against the conversion bflL (Hub 90 i

Frantic search for

conversion compromise

By BATSHEVA TSIffi

Dozens of mixed marriages have
not been recognized by the

Interior Ministry and non-Jewish
spouses have been forced to leave

the country for an unspecified

period, because of a change in

ministry policy, civil rights advo-
cates said yesterday.

In several cases where spouses
are not registered as Israeli citi-

zens. they are living without ele-

mentary social benefits, such as

health coverage, they said. These
include women in advanced stages

of pregnancy, who have no med-
ical care for lack of funds to pay
for private doctors.

Senior ministry officials say in

response that, due to the large

number of “marriages of conve-

nience.'’ they have been forced to

change the policy whereby non-

Jewish spouses are registered as

immigrants under the Law of
Return, with accompanying bene-

fits.

The High Court of Justice yester-

day issued a show-cause order to

the ministry, instructing it to explain

within 45 days why it had not regis-

tered three such marriages in "the

Population Registry. Justice

Eliyahu Mazza also issued an inter-

im injunction preventing die min-
istry from banishing abroad the

three non-Jewish spouses, while it

investigates whether or not their

marriages were genuine.

The court was responding to a

petition submitted by the

Association for Civil Rights in

Israel on behalf of three couples
who were married abroad. All
applied to have their marriages
registered here and to get Israeli

citizenship.

Arguing on behalfof the petition-

ers, ACRI lawyer Anal Scolnicov
said that the non-Jewish spouses
are entitled to Israeli citizenship

under the Law of Return. While the

ministry has the right to check into
marriages of convenience, she said,

until now such persons had been
granted temporary residence per-
mits while the matter was being
checked.

Under the new ministry policy,
the non-Jewish spouse apparently
has to leave the country' os a con-
dition for its looking into the mat-

Two other similar petitions,

involving new immigrants who
married non-Jewish women
abroad, are also awaiting High
Court hearings.

Mereiz Party lawyer Marina
Hefeu yesterday requested that

the court give priority to a petition
on behalf of a non-Jewish woman
in her eighth month of pregnancy
whose husband earns a minimum
wage and who is not registered as
his spouse. She is not entitled to
any benefits and has no health
insurance.

There are numerous other cases
of such hardship, spokesmen for
Meretz and ACRI said yesterday,
and further petitions are being
prepared.

Mothers of soldiers in Lebanon
repeat call for IDF pullout

^Cease-fire," “an agreed upon
solution," “an agreement that will

last a long time," “national con-
sensus.” These expressions, gen-
erally used in the context of
Israeli-Palestinian negotiations,
were heard yesterday relating to
negotiations over the conversion
biff:

Coalition
;
chairman Michael

Eitan has even become a kind of
Dennis Ross, shuttling between
the sides in search of an opening:
Now meeting with a delegation of
Conservative and Reform rabbis,

then meeting with Labor Party
representatives; now with , the
National Religious Party, then.

wjthVYisrael Ba’abya.
Eitan's job' Is, before June 30, to

come, up.' with & compromise
between the Orthodox; and non-
Orthodox camps that'would obvi-

ate foe'peed fora law on conver-
aon.pr.ftw.tbe High .Court sorale

Michael Eftan (Isaac Harari)

sion after marrying an Israeli, and
asked the Interior Ministry to reg-

ister her as a Jew.

The court, in a complex deci-

sion, said it was asked to rule

whether the slate’s reasons for not

registering her were wrong, not

whether Reform conversions are

valid. And, indeed, it ruled that

the state’s reasoning was invalid,

giving de facto recognition to

Reform conversions. But it

stopped short of explicitly recog-

nizing non-Onhodox conversions,

saying this should be decided by
the Knesset
A Knesset committee was estab-

lished, and there were proposals

for legislation both to validate and
invalidate Reform conversions.

They moved nowhere.
Because the Knesset did not act,

the petition to the High Court on
the conversion of the babies was*r a law on convex- The whole issue is an extension the conversion of.the babies was

High Court to rale offoe*Who is aJew" issue of die 'meant to force theissue. It has.
mc^c^wjov&tticiit }980s. BnHSrthe question in tbe^r The retigtoqs parties,, realizing

gn^ifoconvefis. I 1980s
,
w^ wfiethcr Reform and- that the court could very well rec-

tg to broker a for- Conservative converts abroad ognize these adoptions, drew up
i, in the words of would be recognized in Israel - the conversion bill, which was

By DAVID BUDGE

Mothers of sons serving in the

security zone in Lebanon yester-

day called on the government to

“seriously discuss" ways of solv-

ing the Lebanon problem and
pulling the IDF out.

"The death of another soldier In

south Lebanon on Sunday night is

further sad proof of the need"to do
something quickly," said Miri

Sela, one of the founders of a

group pressing for the withdrawal

of the IDF from what she called

the “Lebanese morass."

She said the group, founded two
months ago by four mothers, now
has hundreds ofactivists throughout
the country, including many fathers

and young people “both those

before and after army service."

“We have already gathered thou-

sands of signatures of people sup-

porting our campaign and we plan

to hold a nieeting of activists soon
to plan our next steps," said Sela.

a resident of Kibbutz Mahanayim
in the Upper Galilee.

“We also intend to set up a lobby

in the Knesset and mobilize the

support among left and right

wingers who don't agree with the

policies over south Lebanon and
the present situation there. We
intend to shatter the He that noth-

ing can be done,” she said.

Masha Sheindorf, of Haifa, whose
son has already completed two tours

of duty in south Lebanon, said their

hearts went out to die family of die
soldier who was killed, along with

their condolences.

"The problem is that those who
don’t have sons in Lebanon don’t

know what it’s like. Every time 1

hear the planes going over, even at

night, or I hear that there have been
exchanges, I immediately switch

on the radio to cry and rind out

what's going on." said Sheindorf.

“1 joined the campaign not just

for the sake of our own son. but
for the others serving there or who
will serve in Lebanon in the

future, and their families.

“We support our son while he’s

there and we realize it is not an
easy problem to solve, but solu-

tions can and should be found to

end the status quo that has existed

for over 15 years and has cost so
much," foe added.

Agriculture Minister Rafael

Eitan, in an interview with Israel

Radio yesterday, maintained, how-
ever. that there are no easy answers.
“Every mother is concerned for

her son, but there are other moth-
ers' sons we have to protect and
they live in Kiryat Shmona,
Ma’alot, Rosh Hanikra and
Avivim," said Eitan.

“What would those mothers say

if the terrorists returned because

we were no longer in Lebanon?
The forces they {terrorists} are try-

ing to use against us are hitting the

IDF and the SLA instead of the

[Galilee] communities.
"But that's die task of the army -

to protect the residents and ensure
that the children can go to kinder-
garten safely “ said Eitan.

President Ezer Weizman said he
could not support the mothers'

group, because the conflict in

Lebanon is “not simple."

“There 's a general staff, there 's a

Defense Ministry, and there's a

government, and they will

decide." he said, while visiting

with Staff-Sgt Shai Samiya. who
was wounded in Sunday's incident

in Lebanon and is in Haifa's

Rambam Hospital. “It's not easy

to say, but we’ve been through

tougher times, like at the Suez
Canal and in the Jordan Valley."

/rim contributed to this report.
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Eitaais trying to broker a for-

mula by which, in the words of
Reuven Hammer, head

.

of the

(Conservative) Rabbinical
Assembly of Israel, “Oarconverts
can be registered as Jews, but
which at the same time gives the

Orthodox the feeling that these

people were not exactly registered

as Jews.” No small order, that
: Although the conversion issue

has been lurking in the back-

ground for months, even years, it

burst upon the scene now because

of foe June 30 deadline, when the

state is scheduled to present its

argument' to the High Court on
why some: 12 adopted babies,

converted by the Conservative

movement at Kibbutz Hanaton,

should not be registered as Jews.

they are - the question today is if

Reform and Conservative Jews
converted here should be recog-

nized - they are not.

The conversion bill, which
passed its first reading earlier this

year, stipulates that only conver-

sions performed in Israel under
Orthodox auspices will be recog-

nized by the state. The proposed

bill would anchor in law the status

quo. It changes nothing, and only
gives a legal base to a situation

that already exists. It was pushed

by the religious parties because of

two court challenges.

The first, in 1995, was brought

by Eliyani Goldstein, a Brazilian

who underwent a Reform conver-

also spelled out in the Netanyahu
government’s guidelines.The sec-

ond clause of the guidelines deal-

ing with state and religion reads:

“The Law of Conversion shall be
changed so that conversions to

Judaism in Israel will be recog-

nized only if approved by the

Chief Rabbinate."

In the meantime, the state has
asked for a number of postpone-

ments of the court case, so that the

Knesset to either pass the bill, or

for a compromise to be reached -
the state needs some kind of poli-

cy to take before the bench. The
court made it clear in its last hear-

ing on the matter in May that June
30 is the final deadline.

US may hit Hizbullah drag trade
By STEVE BOOAH

The US is considering an offen-

sive against Hizbullah to destroy

its huge drug and counterfeiting

network, that exports heroin,

cocaine, and forged dollars there

and into other Western states, offi-

cials say.

They say drug money plays a

major role in the financing of
Hizbullah’s military campaign
against Israel and terrorist opera-

tions abroad.

“You can trace the drugs that are

pouring into America from
Hizbullah, Lebanon, and Syria," a

senior official said.

IDF moving administrative

detainees from Megiddo Prison
ByAWEHtySUUJVAW

The ..IDF is scaling down

Megiddo Prison, its last detention

center holding Palestinian prison-

ers, and has already transferred

difficult cases to Prisons Service

installations.
.

provost Marshall Bng--Gen.

Niram Goldbroom said that over

120 administrative detainees were

transferred .
Iasi week. In return,

Megiddo Prison cook in an equal

number ofPalestinian security pris-

oner, who are considered more

. Goldbroom, speaking to military

reporters on a rare tour of the aimy

prison, said this agreement was
sought by the IDF because admin-

istrative detainees are considered a

“pressure group" and the IDF has

a policy of not mixing them with

regular prisoners. The IDF has

also spent over N1S 1 million to

renovate electricity and plumbing

around the Mandate-era structure.

Rioting Palestinian prisoners

burned down seven tents there last

March, hot prison warden Lt-Col.

Shrouel Elbaz said things have

been relatively quiet since. The

592 Palestinians prisoners kept

there today have washers and diy-

ers, televisions, radios, and news-

papers. They also are allowed

periodic family visits.

“The conditions are not in

exchange for quiet, but they get

them because they deserve it,”

Goldbroom said.

Sitting behind rolls of concerti-

na barbed-wire, groups of
Palestinian prisoners in their

twenties paced up and down or

were engaged in animated discus-

sions, seemingly oblivious of the

reporters. Some two-thirds of the

prisoners identify with Hamas and

there is constant pressure on the

others to join its ranks.

Maj, Ofer, the prison intelli-

gence officer, displayed a collec-

tion of home-made knives, razors.

torches, and other weapons confis-

cated from prisoners. They also

made fake rifles, he said, to dis-

guise themselves as soldiers in an

escape attempt.

Ofer said the prisoners are

known to give lessons in various

topics, such as weapons prepara-

tion and organization, but that IDF
policy is not to halt it.

“They have lessons, but you
can't stop it- You can move in on
one group and they just start up in

another tent,” Ofer said.

“Sometimes we identify the lead-

ers and remove them or transfer

them to other prisons, so they don't

accumulate too much power.”

“There is no doubt of Hizbullah

involvement in drug production,"

Dep.-Cmdr. Shmuel Narkis, bead
of special operations in the

Internal Security Ministry, told the

Knesset War on Drugs Committee
yesterday. “Everybody familiar

with Lebanon knows this.”

The proposed US campaign
would involve American pressure

on Iran, Lebanon, and Syria - all

of which cooperate with
Hizbullah’s drug and counterfeit-

ing network.

“It is important to recruit the

West and the US in this war
[against Hizbullah]," Col. Reuven
Erlich, deputy government coordi-

nator for Lebanon, told the War on
Drugs Committee yesterday.

“Hizbullah has enough money
from this [drug] production to

nourish the organization. There is

apparently a connection between
drugs and terror. This assumption

must be tested in a precise way."
The assertion is shared by US

security officials, sources say, who
dispute the 1996 State Department
report on international drag traf-

ficking. That report praised the

governments of Lebanon and
Syria for battling drug production

in the Bekaa Valley, while

acknowledging the difficulty of

shutting down that region’s labo-

ratories, which “are located in

areas generally controlled by [ele-

ments] of Hizbullah and would
require a large and concentrated

effort to root diem [out]."

Israeli officials say the country

is being flooded with Hizbullah-

produced drugs, although the

counny is not the main target of
the Lebanese group. These drugs

make their way through Israel to

Egypt and North Africa.

“Israel is actually only a small

part of the comprehensive
Hizbullah policy of exporting

drugs," Erlich said. “The
[Hizbullah] intention is primarily

to flood the West and the US. But
for us, this is a flood in light of the

great demand for drugs within

Israeli society."

Western intelligence sources say

the drug route for Hizbullah and

its Lebanese and Syrian allies

begins in South America. Lebanon
imports from Colombia, Peru.

Brazil and other countries poppies

and chemicals needed to produce

cocaine. The Lebanese are assist-

ed by emigrants in these countries.

In addition, these Lebanese deal-

ers, including the son of President

Elias Hrawi, import from the Far

East as well as from such coun-

tries os Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, and
Syria the morphine base to pro-

duce heroin.

The drags are then manufac-
tured. in laboratories in the Bekaa
Valley and exported by air or sea

or through Syria, which sources

say serves as a transit station for

both incoming and outgoing
drugs, as well as providing pro-

tection for the drug traffic.

Israeli sources estimate die prof-

its from this trade at billions of
dollars a year. They say the

Syrians alone rake in $lb. a year

in what has become a large ele-

ment in supporting its economy
and enriching those loyal to

President Hafez Assad.

In addition to drugs, the Syrians,

Lebanese, and Hizbullah cooper-

ate in counterfeiting Western cur-

rencies. The quality of the forg-

eries is considered high due to the

US printing equipment given to

Iran during the Shah's reign in the

1 970s and later transferred to the

Bekaa Valley.

The intelligence sources say Iran

is also involved in counterfeiting

huge quantities of dollars, marks,

and French and Swiss francs. The
US Secret Service, responsible for

US currency, is said to be alarmed

by (his development and has estab-

lished a permanent office in Cyprus
to monitor the manufacture and
shipment of forged dollars.
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m Panel: MK immunity should be
RO

in brief

Ttoo arrested in Acre demonstrations
Two people were arrested during a violent confrontation yester-

day between police and Acre residents who blocked the road lead-
ing to the city's industrial zone. Police warned the demonstrators
to disperse, but when they did not, police brake up the protest with
water cannons. The city has been demanding that Acre be granted
Development Area A status, which has been"granted to Karmiel
and Nahariva. The status confers tax benefits on investors.
Demonstrators said that on Friday, to busloads of people

would travel to Jerusalem to protest in from of the Prime
Minister's Office during the weekly cabinet meeting. Acre
Mayor Eli de Castro is to meet tomorrow with Prime Minister's
Office Director-General Avigdor Lieberman. him

withdrawn by public body jaT

By UAT COLLINS

More arrests in Har Adar shooting
Eighteen Palestinians have been arrested in connection with

the Friday night shooting of Ofri Feldman, 23, near Har Adar.
Since the incident, the JDF has arrested 1 2 more suspects from

the villages of Beit Tzurif and Katana, in addition to the six

from Bidu who were arrested late Friday.

Security sources said yesterday that it appeared the incident
was not a drive-by shooting, but that the terrorists shot from the
roadside and fled in a waiting car. him

Authority for rescinding parlia-
mentary immunity should be
taken from the Knesset House
Committee and put it in the hands
of an external public body, the
public committee on parliamen-
tary immunity recommended yes-
terday. The committee, headed by
former justice minister Moshe
Nissim, presented its findings to
Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon.
The five-member public com-

mittee would be composed pri-

marily of former MKs, but not
active politicians.

Nissim said MKs should accept

the recommendations of the com-
mittee, because until today the

House Committee has not refused

to rescind an MKs parliamentary

immunity for fear of being
accused of playing politics.

Nissim said a public body would
feel freer to decide.

“For the first time there is a

chance that a decision will be
taken not to rescind immunity,’'

said Uriel Lynn, another member
of the panel and a former chair-

man of the Knesset Law
Committee.
In another field, the committee

recommended restricting MKs'
immunity on charges of slander

and libel to incidents which take

place in the Knesset, in either the

plenum or a committee meeting.

Even press releases which are

unrelated to things said in the

plenum or a committee would be

considered as if they were written

outside.

Nissim explained the suggested

change by saying that, in many
cases, a private individual might
feel slandered by an MK but has

no recourse because the parlia-

mentarian operates under blanket

immunity.

One area in which immunity
should be extended, said Nissim.

is MKs’ protection against a

search of their papers. This cate-

oory should be broadened to

include computers and other elec-

tronic information systems, which

did not exist when die law was

conceived.
Another suggested change is

requiring the police to obtain the

permission of the attorney-gener-

al before opening an investigation

of an MK.
Nissim said that even if the rec-

ommendations are implemented,

MKs will enjoy more parliamen-

tary immunity than their counter-

parts in almost any other country.

Committee member Haim
Zadok, another former justice

minister, said that, since the

whole issue of parliamentary

immunity conflicts with the prin-

ciple of equality under the law.

MKs should remember it is not an

individual privilege, but one

given to the Knesset to help it in

its work.

In order to implement the rec-

ommendations. the Knesset

would have to pass an amendment

to the law on parliamentary privi-'

lege, and it is not clear whether

this has enough support. Tichon,

who appointed the panel, said ns

report would be discussed by the

Knesset House Committee as

soon as possible.

Hammer hospitalized for abdominal surgery
Education Minister Zevuiun Hammer entered Hadassah-

University Hospital, Ein Kerem, yesterday for abdominal
surgery. He has been suffering from an abdominal infection and
his physician decided that an operation is necessary. him

battle over

estate

Diplomat’s life saved
The life of a 60-year-old Egyptian diplomat was saved yester-

day when he was resuscitated by a private ambulance team after

losing consciousness at Tel Aviv University. The diplomat, who
was clinically dead, underwent electric shocks and received spe-
cial medications. In 20 minutes, his heartbeat returned and his

blood pressure was normal, but he remained unconscious. He
was brought to Ichilov Hospital in Tel Aviv for more treatment.
In only a minority of cases are clinically dead people sucessful-
ly resusci lated. Judy Siegel

Surgery saves woman’s sight
A 60-year-old woman with a cyst in the base of her skull that

grew so fast that she was blinded can see again after emergency
surgery at Soroka Hospital in Beersheba. Scans showed the cyst

had caused the destruction of bones in the skull and had pressed
on her optic nerves. Judy Siegel

Gasoline prices drop
Gasoline prices went down today. Lead-free (95 octane)

dropped 1.8 percent to NIS 3.23 a liter, from NIS 3.29. and 96
octane went down 2.1% to NIS 3.22, from NIS 3.29. The price

of heating oil dropped 7.9%. The decreases were caused by a
lowering of the price of oil in the Mediterranean basin and by
changes in the dollar-shekel exchange rate. Jerusalem Post Staff

The heirs to the country's biggest
fortune yesterday accused each
other of break-ins and illegal stock
transfers, as the court battle for the

SI 2 billion empire of tycoon Shoul
Eisenberg heated up.
The fight pits Eisenbeig’s widow,

Leah, and five daughters against
his only son, Erwin. Mrs.
Eisenberg is disputing a 1 986 will

that leaves 80 percent of the busi-

ness empire to Erwin. The original

of the will was never found.

In a new affidavit filed with the

courts, Erwin Eisenberg accused his

mother of breaking into safes and
locked drawers in their family home.
“She broke into them indepen-

dently by ordering a specialist to

open them," the son’s lawyer,

Tuvia Erlich, said. “According to

Erwin, those safes had at least tens

of thousands of dollars in different

currencies, if not more."

Mrs. Eisenberg’s lawyer, Ya’acov

Weinroth, said there never was a
break-in. “The mother had a key to

the safe dial included her personal

belongings,” he said. (AP)
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Thanks to the work of Trude and
Moshe Dothan, the Philistines, one of

the most maligned peoples of ancient

history, are shown in a completely

different light This first popular

account presents a highly developed

civilization advanced in art and culture,

architecture, and commerce.
Handsomely illustrated with line

drawings, photographs and maps, the

book interweaves a fascinating history

of the Philistines with first person

experiences of architectures at work.

Hardcover, 276 pp. Macmillan.

JP Price: NIS 65
+ NIS 5 p&h in Israel.

A special kind of Bar Mitzva

Avraham Malicho uses sign language to deliver the blessings over the Torah at his bar mitzva yesterday, coached by Rabbi Zvi -

Markuse. Twelve deaf boys celebrated their bar mitzva at Jerusalem'sMoreshetAvraham (Conservative) Synagogue. (Brian Hendieri
-

High Court refuses petition

to delay Deri fraud trial
BATSHEVA TSUR

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB
81, Jerusalem 91000 • Tel. 02-6241282
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including postage costs, payable to

The Jerusalem Post Credit card orders
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Shas MK Aryeh Deri’s fraud

trial will continue in Jerusalem

District Court, after the High
Court ofJustice yesterday rejected

a petition for its postponement.
Following the publication of the

attorney-general’s report on the

Bar-On Affair, Deri petitioned the

court, claiming that the judges

could not help but be influenced

by the publication of the report,

which called for his indictment for

his role in the affair.

The judges are human beings,

and even with the best will in the

world, it is not possible that they

would not be subconsciously

affected by what is said outside

the courtroom, Deri argued.

But the State Attorney’s Office

argued that district court judges are

experienced and professional and

Aryeh Deri (Ariel Jemzolnmlu}

would judge the case solely on the

basis of the evidence. It said that it

is in the public interest that the trial

be concluded as early as possible.

Judges are often expected to

avoid being influenced by external

events and have the ability to shut
them out. Justices Aharon Barak,
Eliezer Goldberg, and Tova
Strassberg-Cohen said, in turning

down the request
This is not the first time Deri

has asked to have the trial sus-

pended. Last month, he wrote to

Attorney-General Elyakim
Rubinstein with a similar request
but was turned down.

Deri, who was at the hearing,

refused to comment on the ruling.

But his lawyer said: “My feeling is

that when the two most influential

figures in the legal system - the

attorney-general and the state

attorney - have spoken out so
clearly against Deri, there is

bound to be a subconscious influ-

ence even on the most profession-

al and fair judges."

Yad Sarah

to open
in NY
By JUDY SIEGEL

The Federal Employmentand
Guidance Service in New York
has formed a partnership with
Yad Sarah to establish a Yad
Sarah organization in the US.
The Israelis Will teach the

New York organization how to

set up medical equipment
lending centers and provide
many of the other services
offered by Yad Sarah.
A delegation of FEGS offi-

cials who recently visited Yad
Sarah were impressed by the
range of volunteer-based ser-

vices provided to enable the
sick, elderly and disabled to be
cared for at home. Yad Sarah
services 250,000 people a year -

on a budget of only $7 million.
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Romania still

hopes for

NATO inclusion

WORLD NEWS

French leave amid Congo fighting

LISBON - Romania is still

bem8 atimined to
NATO at. the military alliance's
^mupit in Madrid next month,

fin*1
.
US opposition.

Defense Minister Victor Babiuc
said yesterday.

Babiuc, who is on a two-day visit
to NATO, member Portugal, told
the. Publico newspaper that if

Romania were excluded it would
.be an injustice as the country met
the conditions for entry to the mil-
itary partnership.

“NATO is a military
.aUiance...(and) on that basis
Romania is tfw country that best
meets the conditions. Amongst all

the candidates, only Poland has a
greater military capacity,” he said.
“The southern flank ofNATO is

its weakest. It is close to the
Balkans, the Middle East, the
Black Sea and (other; factors of
greatest risk — fundamentalism,
arms trafficking and terrorism,” he

said.

Babiuc, who will meet
Portuguese Defense Minister
Antonio VHorino and President
Jorge Sampaio during his stay, said

the US was committing an injus-

tice in Hying to exclude Romania.
“(But) the Romanian people

have not given up hope that the US
declaration (of opposition) will

prove temporary." he said.

Meanwhile in Romania, some
7.000 workers went on strike yes-
terday in Brasov to protest plans
for layoffs at their slate-owned
truck plant and demand the firing

of some of the managers. They
ended their walkout after three
plant directors were suspended.
Workers in this city in central

Romania are protesting reported

plans by the government to lay off
3.000 workers at the Roman truck
factory which, like 4,000 other
state-owned companies, is sched-
uled to be privatized. (Agencies)

Croatia polls said not fair
ZAGREB (AP) — Presidential elections in which Franjo Tudjman

won another term were marred by shortcomings, including strong media
bias in favor of the incumbent, international monitors said yesterday.
Former US Sen . Paul Simon, head of the monitoring mission of the

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, told reporters that

Sunday’s elections were “free but not fair.” He cited what he said were
“fundamental flaws" m the campaign, and singled out bias on the part of
the media, most of which is controlled by the state. The elections, Simon
said, “did not meet the minimum standards for democracies.”
Tudjman’s victory was never seriously in question. With 93 percent ofthe

votes counted, the 75-year-old incumbent collected 61 percent of the vote.

BRAZZAVILLE (AP) —
French troops began packing up

and pulling yesterday, saying

their job of rescuing foreigners

was done, though they were sad

to leave the Republic of Congo
engulfed in war.

News of France’s plans to leave

had been followed by some of the

fiercest fighting- in days between
President Pascal Lissouba and his

rival. Gen. Denis Sassou-

Nguesso. The two sides were

believed to be getting into posi-

tion for a battle for the airport,

now controlled by French troops.

Mortar and automatic rifle fire

were heard all night and into yes-

terday morning.
France, the former colonial

power, has said it will continue to

support peacemaking efforts in

Republic of Congo, but that its

military mission will end as
planned. It was expected to take a
week for the 1,200 French sol-

diers to withdraw.

The first flight carrying “non-
essential” French military equip-

ment and personnel to Gabon and
Chad took off early yesterday, to

be followed, officials said, by
another every 40 minutes for

most of the day. Troops packed
computers and furniture into

crates to be loaded onto the

planes.

“It is an achievement to have
evacuated close to 6,000 people

in very difficult conditions,”

said Col. Henri Pelissier, a

French army spokesman. “We
are also leaving with some sad-

ness because we lost one soldier

... and had six others injured.

And sadness too to leave a coun-
try in a civil war “We hope that

French troops enter a transport plane at Brazzaville airport yesterday.

the mediation that is iaking

place in Libreville is successful

so that war does not break out

again when we leave, resulting

in new massacres.” Pelissier

said.

Representatives of Lissouba
and Sassou-Ngucsso opened
talks in Libreville, Gabon yester-

day to try to arrange a peace sum-
mit between the two leaders.

EU summit approves stability pact Top model
back at

work after

drug scare

News agencies

AMSTERDAM - European
Union leaders yesterday approved

a controversial budget stability

pact and a resolution on boosting

employment and growth ham-
mered out by finance, ministers,

Dutch Prime Minister Wim Kok
said.'

“It is with, a great feeling of satis-

faction that I can tell you the

European Council has just reached

complete agreement on wfcjat our

finance ministers • decided earlier,”

Kok told a news conference on the

first day of a two^day summit.

TheEU summit can now focus on

its next great tum-of-the-century

project - expansion into Eastern

Europe.

The agreement, worked out by

finance ministers at the EU*s mid-

year summit, was a compromise
matching Germany’s insistence on

tight finances with French demands

for more spending on job creation.

“We now have the legal and eco-

nomic framework in place for

European monetary union,” said

EU Finance Commissioner Yves-

Thibault de Sflguy. “It’s a strong

signal to die markets.”

Under the deal, the EU ratifies a
German-inspired pact to underpin

the common currency by fining

nations that ran up big budget

deficits after the switch to the new

currency, to be called the euro.

To get the new French Socialist

government to go along, other

HI

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl meets with Dutch Prime
MinisterWim Kok during the EU summit. (R*wo)

nations agreed to work closer

togethertofindjobsfortheEU’s 18

million unemployed.

The deal put the EU’s drive for a

single European currency by 1999

back on track after a week of uncer-

tainty and jitters on financial mar-

kets after France’s new Socialist

government asked for a delay to

study the stability pact
. The jobs resolution, drafted at

French insistence, called for

enhanced coordination of EU
employment policies and a new
drive by the Union’s lending arm.

the European Investment Bank, to

promote small businesses innovat-

ing in high-technology.

It also sought stronger links

between European economic and
monetary union and employment
and a study of tire relationship

between future EU exchange rate

policy and the independent

European central bank.
__

German Finance Minister Tbeo
Waigel said Germans could live

happily with the agreement because

it required no additional spending,

but French spokesmen claimed vic-

tory, saying they had begun to turn

the tide of European policy away
from austerity and towards employ-
ment.

Ellis Island falling into ruin
NEW YORK (AP) - Ellis

Island, which was the first stop

for millions of immigrants enter-

ing tire United States, has fallen

into such disrepair that one orga-

nization has named it one of

“America’s 11 Most Endangered

Historic Places.” The National

Trust for Historic Preservation

blamed congressional underfund-

ing of die National Park Service

for allowing buildings on the

island to crumble from decay and

lack of maintenance.

“Ellis Island is truly one of our

country’s most recognized and

beloved histone places, but

important pieces of this Symbol of

the American Dream are being

Slowed to fall into nun, the

trust’s president, Richard Moe,

said in a statement

Moe pointed out that th

restored Main Budding <m Hta

Island was reopened with great

***2° loon and other build-

“ part, of

i!!P Ellis Island Immigration

m Rut he said there are
Museum-

island's south

^frhafare^n dire need of repay-.

SI
TTie*decaytng buildings include

™
iml

where immigrants too

sick » te allowed in the country

ansi
,esseS«PS“^together^ 1 P

increased

of our nation s
creative

federal urgently needed
parmC

2ct
P
and maintain the his-

within our park

system,’* 40 percent of
Heesamawd^ ^ rhe!r

all
Americans c

ancestry w En
n j

,

££ 2TU— 10 have

passed through Ellis Island

between 1892 and T 954.
“This is a wake-up call lo all

Americans,” Moe said. "We can-

not take our past for granted.

Once these links are gone, they

cannot be replaced.” The Trust

scheduled a news conference yes-

terday on the island in New York

Harbor to discuss its findings.

The other sites on the “endan-

gered list" are: the Congressional

Cemetery in Washington; the

Flathead Indian Reservation,

Montana; the Bridge of Lions, St.

Augustine, Florida; the Cranston

Street Armory, Providence,

Rhode Island, and the

Montezuma Castle, Montezuma,
New Mexico.

PARIS (Reuter) - British model
Naomi Campbell returned to work
in Paris yesterday after receiving

emergency treatment in a Canary
Islands hospital, her agent said.

Xavier "Moreau of Elite model-

ling agency, denying Campbell
had been treated for a drug over-

dose, said she had suffered an

allergy to antibiotics which she

had taken for stomach pains.

“It was an allergy to antibiotics,

she didn't take barbiturates," he

said. “She has resumed her activi-

ties.” The 26-year-old model was
taken semi-conscious from her

five-star hotel on the Spanish
island of Gran Canaria early on
Sunday.

An official at Nuestra Senora

del Pino hospital said she was
admitted to intensive care after

“an overdose.”
She left the hospital on Sunday

evening and flew back to Paris by
private plane.

Moreau said he had spoken to

Campbell by telephone and “It’s

much ado about nothing. The
proof is she is not in the hospital.

“At first we thought it was
appendicitis. She had stomach
cramps.” Local media on the

Canary Islands reported that

Campbell had had an argument
with her boyfriend, 28-year-oJd

flamenco dancer Joaquin Cortes,

who is in Gran Canaria with his

hugely successful Gypsy Passion

dance show.
At tire luxury hotel residents

complained late on Saturday

about a beared conversation

between the two. Campbell then

appeared extremely nervous and
took some form of medicine,

hotel staff said.
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according to radio reports from
Gabon.
The presidents of Gabon, (he

Centra] African Republic and
Chad and diplomats from the

United Nations, the European
Union and France were observ-

ing the talks.

Fighting erupted June 5 when
Lissouba sent government forces

to disarm Sassou-Nguesso’s pri-

vate militia. Lissouba said he
acted to avert violence before a
July 27 presidential election in

this central African nation.

Sassou-Nguesso. a former dic-

tator who will run against

Lissouba, claimed the president

sparked the clashes to delay the

vote and keep power.

Lissouba, speaking on French
television Sunday, appealed to

France io leave troops in

Brazzaville, afraid that a pullout

might lead to the collapse of his

government.
“1 launch a strident appeal. We

would ha\e liked the French
forces, with ourselves and with
the opposition ... to create a
peacekeeping force to avoid what
has been happening today,” he
told France 3 television.
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A Biography of Vladimir (Ze’ev) Jabotinsky

by Shmuel Katz
Hus is the long-awaited English version of the biography ofone of the most dramatic

figures of 20tbcentmy Jewish history - Ze’ev Jabotinsky, founder of Revisionism -

journalist, novelist, poet, soldier, linguist and outstanding orator. Shmuel Katz has drawn

on archival material, unpublished and newly translated letters, and extensive sources for

this accotmi of the center of Zionist history in the 1920‘s aDd beyond. Kat7. himself is -

known as an author and newspaper columnist; he has used newly available archival

documentation in tins meticulous and comprehensive biography, from Odessa, 1880 to
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The Jerusalem Post Travel Club and
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Playing by the rules

J
udging by the unrest in the Gaza Strip and
Hebron over the past few days, Palestinian
Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat is once

again flirting with the use of violence as a
negotiating tactic. Arafat denies complicity in

the violence in which dozens of Palestinians
have been wounded by Israeli rubber bullets,

but the Palestinian Police, which is charged
with preventing just such clashes, is nowhere to
be seen.

It is a bit mystifying why Palestinian youth
would wish to play the role of cannon fodder in

Arafat’s game. It is far from clear that

Palestinians as a whole see the Har Homa pro-

ject as the do-or-die issue that Arafat has made
oul of iL After all. the project does not violate

the Oslo Accords, which say nothing that would
prohibit building in Jerusalem,

Unfortunately, no one seems to be interested

in what the Oslo Accords or the Hebron agree-

ment actually say. The Hebron Accord obligates

both sides to “prevent any provocation or fric-

tion that may affect the normal life of the city.”

The agreement also requires the Palestinians to

establish checkpoints “to prevent entry of
armed persons and demonstrators or other peo-
ple threatening security” into the fifth of the city

that remains under Israeli control.

The Palestinians can hardly complain that

they do not have the wherewithal to fulfill the

agreemenL According to the agreement, they

are allowed to have a police force of 400 - the

actual size of the force, according to Israel, is

about 1,500.

It is perhaps understandable that the

Palestinians would wish to ignore certain provi-

sions of the agreement which are difficult to

implement Israel has also not implemented cer-

tain provisions, though these have remained on
the negotiating table in order to resolve security

concerns that were not dealt with in the agree-

menL What is harder to understand is why the

strongest proponents of the peace process - be

they in Israel, Europe, or the United States - are

not the first to run to the Oslo Accords to adju-

dicate any dispute between Israel and the

Palestinians.

Instead, what happens is that Palestinian vio-

lence becomes, in the phrase of American

columnist George Will, “self-justifying.” In

other words, if the Palestinians are rioting, the

automatic conclusion is that Israel must have

done something grievously wrong. In fact, the

main thing Israel has done wrong is to conduct

a “stealth” peace policy. Everything Israel does

to implement the Oslo Accords, or to soften

long-standing positions, is done begrudgingly

or by allusion - such as the recent indication

that Israel’s final status position would not

include maintaining Israeli control over all

existing settlements.

The public face of the current Israeli govern-

ment seems almost entirely devoted to proving

its bona tides to its right wing. This approach

imposes tremendous diplomatic costs upon
Israel, and makes life genuinely difficult for the

Palestinians, who in any case never had much

confidence in Netanyahu’s commitment to the

peace process. But the Israeli government’s

ineptitude at public relations does not excuse

the Palestinian, much less the American, lax

altitude toward what Oslo does and does not

If the US and others had said, following the

deadly riots surrounding the opening of the

Western Wall Tunnel in September, that the

Israeli move, however badly handled, was not a

violation of Oslo, then the expectation might

not have built up that any Israeli move in

Jerusalem would be followed by Palestinian

violence. The tragic precedent set by the

September violence is that signed agreements

are not a standard by which the parties’ behav-

ior is to be measured.

Absent the standard of fidelity to agreements,

which can be applied equally to both parties, all

that is left is subjective psychologizing - the

Palestinians are ‘•frustrated,” “angry,” or

“humiliated,” therefore the violation of their

commitments is understood.

This is not to say that the Palestinian or Israeli

states of mind are irrelevant. But if states of

mind were grounds for pulling out of agree-

ments, than the Netanyahu government would
have pulled out the Oslo Accords long ago.

Most agreements cannot be implemented

without substantial gritting of the teeth by both

sides, especially when die parties are so far

apart on so many issues. Even if the Palestinian

state of mind is no excuse for violating agree-

ments. Israel can and should do a better job of

playing not just to its own right wing, but also

to Palestinian sensibilities. It is, for example,

extremely unhealthy that for months until die

face-to-face meeting of Israeli and Palestinian

reams in Cairo, there has been essentially no
communication between die top levels on both

sides.

This is not just Israel’s fault, of course: but it

is in Israel’s interest to maintain direct, even if

unofficial, contact with Palestinians at all levels.

It is not enough to rely on third parties who are

trying to broker an agreement, such as the USor
Egypt or upon intelligence assessments.

Even Yitzhak Rabin, whose relations with

Palestinians were much more developed than

Netanyahu’s, had a personal envoy to Arafat

who would ensure communication outside of

diplomatic channels. For a time, lawyer Yitzhak

Molcho played such a role for Netanyahu, but

he was brought inside the negotiating process,

so he can no longer play the role of semi-confi-

dential messenger. The careful tending to

atmospherics and communication lines is criti-

cal to die process - they are the grease that

allows the peace process to inch forward, even

when it seems stuck.

But even if these aspects were handled with

the greatest finesse, agreements are only as

strong as the willingness of the referees sur-

rounding the process to reliably blow the whis-

tle when, and only when, there has been a vio-

lation of the rules. Otherwise, each party will set

its own rules, and the game will fall apart.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ISRAELI STANDARDS

Sir, - J refer to your editorial of

May 28, “Overprotec live stan-

dards,” and wish to point out that

US and European product stan-

dards are different not merely due
to the use of inches or centimeters.

They were developed by different

organizations over a large number
of" years and often reflect differ-

ences of philosophy. For example,

the US always placed a strong

emphasis on flammability issues

due to the widespread use of

wooden buildings, particularly in

the first half of this century; in

Europe there has been greater con-
cent with problems of electrocu-

tion, since the mains supply is

220-240V (rather than 1 10V in the

US). Today there is unquestion-

ably a move towards harmonized
standards. In general, it is the US
which is modifying its product

standards in line with European
practice.

In the case of Israel, It is evident

that our standards policy is neither

clear nor consistent Sometimes an
American or a European standard

is adopted, with or without modifi-

cations, sometimes an Israeli stan-

dard is created. As your editorial

correctly states, it is high time that

a small nation heavily involved in

international trade adopt a flexible

standards policy. This would mean
accepting a range of suitable but

not identical standards, such as

those of the US or the European
Union. This is common practice in

many countries.

The related issue which your
editorial does not raise is that in

Israel imports (and manufacturers)

are restricted to one testing body,

the Israel Standards Institute. The

impact on costs, service and deliv-

ery time of such a monopoly is all

too well known.
Virtually no advanced trading

nation today permits such an
anachronistic situation, which
strangles trade, increases costs and
causes international friction. They
allow and recognize a plethora of

duly accredited testing bodies to

perform this function.

Israel has set up a national

Laboratory Accreditation Authority,

which certifies laboratories accord-

ing to international criteria. Now is

the time to allow these labs to oiler

testing services for imported and
locally manufactured goods, rather

than allow Israel’s trade to languish

in the Third-World type monopolistic

grip of the Israel Standards Institute.

ALAN CLAYMAN
Or Yehuda.

TICKING TIME BOMB

Sir, - Your news report of May
28, regarding the proposed Knesset
bill to limit missionary activity in

Israel, gave the false impression

that this issue is only of concern to

a few southern US Christian funda-

mentalists and a couple of senators.

Having recently returned from an
extensive speaking tour in

America, I am aware that the pro-

posed legislation is being widely

discussed in the extensive Christian

media, which includes over 1,000

radio and TV stations. The issue is

perking die interest of the secular

media as well (as it is in Europe
and elsewhere), along with many
pro-Israel Christian groups and
politicians. On lop of (hat, several

large Christian denominations have

spoken out against the proposed

bill, and a major tourism boycott is

being planned if the legislation is

enacted In short this proposed leg-

islation. which most Israelis seem
either ignorant ofor oblivious to. is

an issue that could ultimately cause
Israel much more harm around the

world than the Orthodox-Reform
conversion fight

The Israeli public should be
forewarned: The obscure anti-mis-

sionary legislation, which passed

its first reading in March, would
cause tremendous financial and
political harm to this country. The
valid argument made by pro-Israel

groups like the Christian

Embassy, Christian Friends of
Israel and Bridges for Peace - that

Israel has guarded the religious

rights of all of its citizens in

Jerusalem and should therefore

keep control of the entire city -

would be severely undermined if

certain Israelis are jailed for hand-

ing out or possessing religious

tracts not to the liking of the

majority. American Christians in

particular, whose tax dollars have
substantially aided Israel, would
rightly conclude that their trusted

ally had chucked a major tenet of
any democratic system. This
would cause a sharp erosion in

American support for the belea-

guered state.

Maybe a majority of Israelis are

so concerned with missionary
activity that they truly want new
legislation outlawing it, no matter

how undemocratic this might be.

In light of the fact that vety few
Israelis have responded to

Messianic missionary approaches,

I don’t think so. Whatever the case,

all Israelis should know that die

proposed legislation is a ticking

time bomb with enormous poten-

tial consequences for the country.

DAVID DOLAN
Jerusalem.

OPINION Tuesday, June 17 ,
1997 The Jerusalem Post
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Do-it-yourself Torah

American Jewry is up in

arms over the proposed
conversion law. By codify-

ing the status quo, which denies

recognition to Conservative and
Reform conversions performed in

Israel, the law is said to delegit-

imize the Judaism practiced by
the majority of US Jews.

That argument would carry

more weight if those marching
under the banner of religious plu-

ralism had a religious position.

They do not
In place of theology, American

Jews have an attitude: No one -
not even God - can tell me what
to do.

As the editors of last summer’s
Commentary symposium, “What
Do American Jews Believe?",

candidly acknowledged in their

introduction: “Whatever else

American Jews may believe in, it

is doubtful the majority of them
believe in Judaism."

David Novak, a Conservative

rabbi, noted in the same sympo-
sium: “Too many in die liberal

community (Reform and
Conservative) seem to be deter-

mined to adjust the Torah to what-
ever is considered au courant in

the class to which most of the

members belong. Hence it is

becoming harder and harder to see

why their approach should any
longer be called ‘Judaism.’"

This is most obviously true for

unaffiliated and Reform Jews,

who together constitute a signifi-

cant majority of US Jews. To the

extent that they have an articulat-

ed viewpoint, it is that by labeling

themselves Reform or unaffiliat-

ed, they have magically rendered

all Halacha no longer binding on
them.

At least in the case of Reform,
popular practice and official

dogma are congruent.

From its inception, the move-
ment substituted Kantian moral
autonomy for the binding Divine

command. All Halacha, even cir-

cumcision, was declared a matter

of persona] choice, and the only

relevant Law that which a particu-

lar individual happened to find

spiritually uplifting at that moment
In the recent debate over the

movement's position on homo-
sexuality, one Reform rabbi
responded to a colleague's cita-

JONATHAN ROSENBLUM

tion of Leviticus 18: “It’s pretty

late in the day for Scripture to be
invoked in [our] debates.”

THE Conservative Movement by
contrast, has never formally abro-

gated all Halacha. Yet the distinc-

tion is lost on most of the move-
ment’s adherents. In the words of

Howard Singer, a Conservative

rabbi who fled the pulpit for the

world of advertising, “If we talk

In place of

theology, American
•lews have
an attitude

of God or Jewish law, [our con-

gregants] act as if we breached a

tacit understanding."

While Conservative theologians

spin elaborate theories to explain

their endless tacks between tradi-

tion and flexibility, their congre-

gants do not share their confusion.

They know exactly what they

wanL In Singer’s words, it is "a
way of asserting Jewish identity

that entails no restrictive personal

requirements, does not interfere

with their social lives, and yet, cat

demand, can put them in touch

with their past.”

Less than a quarter of
Conservative Jews, according to

the movement's most recent self-

study, keep a kosher home, slight-

ly more than a third light Shabbat
candles, and only 29 percent

attend synagogue twice a month.
Almost none use a mikva, though
the movement has never declared

that the laws of family purity no
longer apply.

Having reduced Sinai to an
"opening conversation” at best.

Conservative Jews cannot offer a
coherent account of how God
transmitted his commands to His
people.

They cannot explain why an all-

powerful God is assumed to be
incapable of formulating a Law
appropriate for His people in all

ages and circumstances; nor can
they reconcile so-called “continu-

The writer is the author ofnumer-
ous biographies ofmodem Jewish
leaders and Israel correspondent
for the Jewish Observer.

Aren’t we all brothers?

The prime minister has been
meeting Conservative and
Reform leaders this week in

an effort to Find a creative solution

to the controversy surrounding
possible changes in the conver-
sion law.

These meetings come against

the background of troubling acts

of violence by the harcdim against

Jews who do not believe as they
do. Recent calls to violence can
no longer be dismissed as the

words of a few fringe radicals.

Some key haredi leaders have
called upon theiT followers to ban-
ish Conservative and Reform
Jews from Israel.

Haim Miller, deputy mayor of
Jerusaleni, was quoted as saying,

“Everyone to whom the integrity of
the Jewish people matters must
struggle to see that die Conservative

Jews have no place in Israel."

A recent ad in a major Israeli

paper called Conservative Jews a

Satanic cult and worshipers of
Baal. It cited haJachic decisions

permitting our murder because of
our opinions. The ad was signed

by members of all the major
Orthodox rabbinical bodies.

The threat is real. Such state-

ments set the stage for the vicious

attack by hundreds of haredim on
those of us who sought to pray in

an egalitarian minyan at the
Western Wall on ShavuoL

ANDREW M. SACKS

Truth: The Talmud and Midrash
teach that there are “70 faces to

the Torah” (i.e. an unlimited num-
ber of interpretations). Each is

“the words of the living God.”
Myth: Praying at the Wall was a

provocative act.

Truth: We chose a spot way off
to the side and at the rear of the

Western Wall plaza so as not to

offend others.

There are myths
spread by tfie haredi
world, and there are

facts. It’s time
to separate them

A NUMBER of myths propagated
by the haredi world are mislead-

ing, even dangerous.

Myth: The only correct under-
standing of the Torah is the

Orthodox interpretation.

One might term the gathering of
Jews outside the Moscow syna-
gogue on Simhat Torah in years
past "provocative," or the illegal

immigration of Jews to Palestine

during the British Mandate, or the
refusal of American blacks to sit

in the back of buses.
Yet ail these acts were the ful-

fillment of the biblical injunction
to “pursue justice."

Myth: Haredi violence is perpe-
trated by a few unruly youngsters.
Truth: The garbage hurled at us

on Shavuot and the obscenities
screamed came from students of
the Porar Yosef yeshiva, one of
Israel's most prestigious yeshivas.
Even after the filing of a criminal

complaint, no apology has been

forthcoming.

The attacking mob consisted of
hundreds. No haredi leaders tried
to restrain their followers.

Myth: The Torah belongs to the
Orthodox.
Truth: The Torah, and all our

Holy Books, are the rightful prop-
erty of all Jews. For all of us stood
together at Sinai.

Myth: Women are prohibited
from reading from the Torah.
Truth: The Talmud explicitly

states that women may, in theoiy,
be called to the Torah (Megillah,
23A).
Myth: Women are prohibited

from donning tefillin.

Truth: The Midrash and other
sources tell us that Michat. daugh-
ter of King Saul, put on phylacter-
ies. So did Rashi's daughter.
Myth: The Jewish people cannot

live together in peace with such
widely-diverging approaches.
Truth: Beit Hlllel and Beit

Shammai not only lived together,
but married one another.
Myth: Only Orthodox rabbis

.

may perform a valid conversion.
Truth: The codes rule that even

a conversion performed by three

laymen is valid.

It’s time to separate fact from fic-

tion. I call upon the haredi leader-

ship to sit down with us in the spir-

it of brotherhood and find a com-
mon language in which to dialogue
- so that, in the spirit ofAaron, we
become pursuers of peace.

The writer directs the Rabbinical

Assembly ofIsrael, the organization

of ConservativelMasorti rabbis in

IsraeL

He, she

&God
DAVID J- FORMAN

ing revelation” with the Torah’s

repeated insistence on its own
immutability. Continuing revela-

tion becomes nothing more than

popular practice wagging the

Divine will.

Thus an unlearned laity is

polled concerning such issues as

patrilineal descent and ordination

of women, and popular practice is

retroactively ratified in the guise

of “rabbinic legislation.”

When Conservative and Reform

Jews do attend their temples and

synagogues, they listen to the

Torah reading, with its long lists

of do’s and dont’s. with a certain

cognitive dissonance. On Yom
Kippur. they find themselves ask-

ing forgiveness for violating com-
mandments they never heard of,

and whose transgression they do
not acknowledge as sins.

Reform and Conservative Jews
cannot defend their particular

level of mitzya observance, or

their beliefs in terms of the classic

Jewish sources, of which the vast

majority lack even the most rudi-

mentary knowledge.
Yet without recourse to our

common sources — Bible,

Talmud, Codes - Judaism degen-
erates into pure antinomtanism.

What any Jew. no matter how
unlearned, happens to think is

conflated with Jewish thought.

Whether the individual’s rea-

son, his spiritual intuition, or his

base desires is made the ultimate

arbiter of religious truth, the result

is the same: a form of self-wor-

ship. While such worship is com-
mon enough, it is antithetical both
to the development of a religious

community and to the awe and
mysteiy of religion.

The great tragedy confronting
Judaism today is not that some
Jews may be hearing for the first

lime that whatever they do is not
necessarily okay. It is that they
have never been challenged to
think hard about the meaning of
their Judaism.

Had they been forced to do so,

they would be far more likely to

seek the meaning of their lives in
their God and His Torah.

Last Friday evening, my 16-

year-old daughter led ser-

vices at Kol Haneshama

synagogue in Jerusalem. In a

secufar society that sees the

Orthodox world as too extreme

for its taste. Reform synagogues

like Kol Haneshama fill a critical

spiritual need.

What is unique about houses of

worship like Kol Haneshama.

and about the Reform movement

in general, is that my daughter

could stand in front of a congre-

gation and lead it through

prayers.

As a woman, she is an equal

partner in helping to create the

religious atmosphere that

enables Jews to reach God. This

is the Reform Movement’s great-

est contribution to the Jewish

world.

I say Jewish world and not

religious Jewish world because

if one sees it, as I do, as a Divine

imperative to institute egalitari-

anism, the consequence of such

a theological world view can

only be improved relationships

between men and women and a

better society.

And here I part ways with

some of my liberal colleagues

who see religious pluralism as

the crowning achievement of a

democratic society.

Pluralism as a concept must

come second to equality. Why?
Because pluralism connotes tol-

erance, which by definition is a

grudging, negative term.

Religious freedom, another

code phrase for us liberals, is no

more helpful in setting the para-

meters of a truly democratic

society. For under its banner all

manner of behaviors would have

to be tolerated, including dis-

crimination against women.

OVER the centuries, male rab-

bis, schooled in the sociological

realities of their times, interpret-

ed Halacha in a way that served

As a religious

concept, pluralism

must come second
to equality

their male egos. They totally dis-

regarded the Divine 1

thrust

toward equality of the sexes that

was clearly present at the

Creation.

We liberal religionists must not

become camplicit partners in this

disregard.

Conservative Jews would not
allow my daughter to chant
Torah in their synagogues. They
also did not allow her to be the

10 person making up a quorum
in a house of mourning, thus
denying a woman mourner the
opportunity to recite Kaddish
over the death of her father.

For Conservative or any other
Jews to justify such inequality by
hiding behind the cloak of plu-
ralism is totally unacceptable.
Equality is a God-given right

To request therefore, that the
Reform Movement which nur-
tures this right be “tolerated” in
the name of religious freedom is

to reduce the glorious creation of
the universe and the Divine
spark in each of us to a political
parlor game.
Reform Judaism deserves its

-

rightful place in the Jewish
world precisely because in its

name a 1 6-year-old girl can
stand before God and the people,
of Israel like any adult male
member of the Jewish people.
Orthodoxy^ refusal to recog-

nize this Divine thrust toward
equality will eventually leave it

'

relying on pure (read: impure}
coalition partnerships to protect ;

its religious turf. , V
Ultimately such machinations

will not stand the test of time , for
God never intended the human

'

race to be divided into superior .
-

and inferior halves. *

Kabbala expounds the thebry
that before releasing a sotil for.

life on earth, God splits it in two;
and when these two parts -find
one another in life, "their
encounter is true love, and their,
union fulfills the biblical saying;
“Ajid they shall be of one flesh” ' .

(Gen. 2:24). ; V
.
That unity — two Divinely-

'

inspired, equal halves making up
one whole - surely dates' from
me very beginning of time.
Any religious movemeni that

.

rafuses to embrace this expres-
sion of the Divine .thereby,'
removes itself from the protec>
tive cover of religious pluralism
and religious freedom. >

It is time for those in the non- .

.

Orthodox religious camp to stop
Jigging for tolerance, from
Israel’s Orthodox

. religious
establishment.
For how can one stream • of

Judaism expect to be accepted by
another that has. embedded in its

ideological being, a theological
-

mooring that is intolerant in

nature? .
? -

The writer is a freelancer living

in Jerusalem: -TV:
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uauuies are

out in force
!fr JOHN HORN

The summer movie season is
filled with important life
kssons: People named Cynts

Owyin^BiDy Bedlam and Swamp
Toing-are not the best airplane com*
pamoos; don’t trust lawyers, and
especially, don’t tnist journalists; if

; <
a computer programmer starts stick-
ing leeches on his chest, make sure
you .immediately change cruise
lines.

For almost every colorful summer
.
nKJVie, there's a colorful summer
movie villain. Even the season's
romantic comedies are not
scoundrel-ftce: Julia Roberts plays a
scheming home-wrecker in My Best
Frie/ufs Wedding, and Matthew
Broderick a lovesick stalker in
Addicted to Love.
But no matter where you find the

bad guys, one thing is certain: The
audience likes its villains just as it

does its popcorn - fresh and salty.

“If it’s done right, the villain is the
most fun part of Are movie,'’ says
Jeff Nathanson, co-screenwriter of
Speed 2: Cruise Control, which
opened recently in the US.
The writers behind the summer

films are laboring not to disappoint
At the same time, the screen authors

must avoid the usual villains who
offend any one of a booming num-
ber of advocacy groups. Make the

rascal a left-handed ping-pong play-

er on Monday, and die Left-Handed
Ping-Pong Players Association of
America will have pickets surround-
ing theaters on Tuesday.

“It’s really hard to find bad guys
these days,” says Andrew Marlowe,
die screenwriter of soon-to-be-

released Air Force One. ’The world

is a complicated place and with

political correctness, you can’t

make your, villain ethnic because
people win come out and protest.’'

Not too long ago, Arnold
SchwarzeneggerbaldedArab terror-

ists in TrueLies, Susan Sarandon

took on an Italian wise guy in The
Client, and Sean Connery and
Wesley Snipes fought die Japanese

in Rising Sun.

In today’s cfimaiei-tbose^dinds of
choices are increasingly rare.

. Ode thing that hasn't changed:

Mostof the baddies are still middle-

aged men. When do they get out of

their recliners and complain?

In their zeal to craft stories for die

most (Hmwitted of moviegoers, die

studios generally do everything

except put a halo on die hero and.

give the villain a tail and horns. It

may make for easy-to-digest drama.

Musical letters
By HELEN KAYE

Nobody was allowed into his

study in their Jerusalem

home, and when he was

waking in that study, the quiet had

to be absolute, lest the great man be

disturbed.

He was Shmuel Yosef Agnon.

arguably this country's greatest

writer, and the only Israeli author to

have won the Nobel Prize for

Literature. He got it in 1966, four

years before his death.

The one enforcing those nttesm
his wife, Esther (Yael Bemfeld), the

heroine alongside her celebrated

husband (Yehoyachin Fnedlander)

in Darling Estherlein. the Jerusalem

Khan theater production that Yoram

Falk adapted and directed rnamiy

fix>m the published letters the two

exchanged during *euSG-year mar-

riage, from 1920 until 1970.

Bilk, who adapted and directed the

tender Middle Age for Theateifrte^

and the magnificently

some years ago at the Camen

Theater, is something

specialist He was attracted to create

iTpiay from, the correspontee

-because of their bunaiury versus

the accepted image of the grea

W
He was also fascinated by Esther, a

shy Ttel^enU highly

^ofwSnotmuch.^own
except as she reveals herself m ner

''mietaiesMlBspokeioboih
A^rchildren, Emuna «d

Hernia! tar information on Iteir

SSt
andtaa92-year^c«.n^ reluctant at first to

ji^^^- E9herwt'

lived him bym°
'

Collected and
HistoghttrEm^^S his

ediled
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e
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Esiherkin
matenal ftrmi vars
(1983) and Afl^K ŝpbndence
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but the approach also guarantees
uninteresting staytelling.
The problem with most action

movies is you have one really, real-

ly bad guy and one really, really
good guy and everyone in between
is an innocent lamb waiting to be
slaughtered,” says Scon Rosenberg,
author of Con Air. “Almost every
single villain is some drooling psy-
chopath or an unbelievably intelli-

gent criminal mastermind."
Rosenberg says.

Villains often reflect the culture's
spoken and hidden fears.

In recent years, the most popular
baddies have been technology
(Jurassic Park), Mother Nature
(Twister, Dante’s Peak), double-
dealing government officials

(Mission: Impossible, The Rock),
medicine (Extreme Measures,
Outbreak) and, of course, space
aliens (Independence Day and the
upcoming Starship Troopers).

Among the new targets In (he

summer season is the workplace:
Willem Dafoe's villain Geiger in

Speed 2: Cruise Control is a com-
puter programmer suffering from
work-related “copper poisoning.”
Geiger swallows prescription

medication by the mouthful and,

just for that extra pick-me-up, he

attaches live leeches to his chest

He's called a “computer psycho”
who’s “really sick " But he’s sharp

enough to hijack a cruise ship with-

out shooting everybody in sight

The legal system factors in Con
Air. The villains are the worst crim-

inals the prisons have to offer.

"What if you had Charles
Manson, Jeffrey Dahmer and
Monster Cody all on the same
flight?” says Rosenberg. “At die

same time. I wanted them to be lik-

able, as bad as they are..The prob-

lem we may have is the audience

might like the villains too much.”

The likable criminals go by the

names Cyrus the Virus, Billy

Bedlam and Swamp Thing, and

they and several other miscreants

take over die plane. The hero:

Nicolas Cage, alk> a killer - but it

was justifiable.

Air-Force One, in which Harrison

Ford plays the US president who
becomes embroiled in a hijack

story, takes its villain from over-

seas: The terrorist Korshunov is a
Russian ultranationalist loyal to a

Communist splinter leader.

Consider it a post-Cold War plot.

“You have given my country to

gangsters and prostitutes! There is

nothing left," says Korshunov
(Gary Oldman). (AP)

Sinead O'Connor: One of the best singer-songwriters around

Mother Sinead
By DMflPBWWi

Regardless of her stance on
any number of political

and social issues, Sinead
O'Connor artistically rises way
above most other contemporary
singer-songwriters. Her new six-

song mini-CD exemplifies this,

with perhaps the strongest batch

of songs she has recorded in

years.

The CD is dedicated to the

people of Rwanda, Northern
Ireland and Israel (where she
appeared two years ago and
where she was scheduled to play

on Saturday night before yester-

day's cancellation).

Always at the center of the

storm - whether promoting
Jerusalem as the capital for both

Israel and a would-be Palestine,

tearing up photographs of the

pope on US television or being

GOSPELOAK
Snead O’Connor(NMQ

BLOOD ON
THE DANCEFLOOR
Michael Jackson (NMC)

booed off the stage of a Bob
Dylan tribute concert by narrow-

minded members of the audi-

ence (Why were they there any-
way?) - O'Connor is often criti-

cized for presenting simplistic

solutions to complex problems
and for being generally flaky.

Her naivety is touching, as on
the opening track “This is to

Mother You.” An angelic ballad

which builds up passion with

each verse, the song is a tri-

umph, except when viewed as an
open letter to the people of these

three countries, as if all we need
for world peace is a little moth-
ering.

There are more muted ballads
featuring O’Connor's crystal-

clear mesmerizing voice, a cou-
ple of successful attempts at

Irish hip-hop and a closing tradi-

tional Irish tune featuring Donal
Lunny on bouzouki that is

poignantly heartbreaking.

She may be unstable, have
some strange ideas and equally
strange ways to express them,
but from a musical standpoint

she’s got it all together.

POOR Michael Jackson, he
must have gone outside without
his air filter mask over his
mouth one too many times. And
the pollution has finally reached
his brain.

Blood on the Dance Floor is a

13-track mess, featuring five

new songs and eight remixes of
previously recorded hits, most
of which weren’t so great the

first time around.
Of the new tracks, most are

faceless dance music, that any
techno geek and his rhythm
machine could drum up.

Occasionally, a snippet of
Jackson-caliber melody or vocal

phrasing seeps through, but
most of the time he’s missing in

action.

The remixes have even less

Jackson input, as some of dance
music's most noted producers
have their way with past ditties

like “Bad” and “HlSroiy."
Let’s face it, has Jackson real-

The maestro fell in love

with Israel

S.Y. Agnon ’s brilliance is

revealed in bis correspon-

dence. (David Rubingcr)

When the Arabs trash their home

in the 1929 riots. Esther is with the

children in a rented home in Bat

Galim near Haifa and the letters

become heartrending.

“1 do not know how we can man-

age to organize our lives yet again,”

she writes. .. _ ,

And he replies that “WeTI find a

home and begin to work .. the

machines, my typewriter your

sewing machine, are gone but we

have our fingers,” and “how much

longer will one be here and the other

there?”

And following the near destruc-

tion: “I wander from place to place

and cannot settle down to anything,

he writes to his patron and benefac-

tor; Shlomo Zalman
Schocken, patri-

arch ofthe local ‘My s

situation is very hard. She finds

difficult to begin everything all over

a

^dhocken (Avinoam Mor-Haim)

is the third member of the mangle.

Shorten, a seif-made man, an

SJSriaHst and a philanthropy

befriended the young Agnon when

he anived in Berlin in 1913,.and

Eventually became toprthta

£55 hSSy their lives.-

despite the very real support he ga

^UngEsteriemfW*™™*™
at the Khan next week.

By MKHAEL AJZEWSTADT

S
eldom has a visiting musician

fallen so head-over-heels in

love with this country. Last

Tuesday Michael Morgan was dri-

ving a rented car through the Golan

Heights seeing, as he drove by,

numerous soldiers waiting at what

he believed were bus stops. “Only

when I eventually stopped 1 real-

ized that they were hitchhiking and

that that was their only way to get

home. I took four in my car as 1

returned towards Haifa - 1 was just

sad that I could take no more."

Morgan - who was for seven

years the assistant conductor of the

Chicago Symphony Orchestra,

where he worked under Sir Georg

Solti and later under Daniel

Barenboim, and who is cunently

the music director of the Oakland

East Bay Symphony Orchestra in

California - matte the most of

Shavuot to tour die country while

here fora series ofconcerts with the

Haifa Symphony Orchestra.

Indeed, he says the fact that “the

concerts turned out well is a bonus.

I came here because I wanted to see

Israel, Dial is the only reason really.

And I have enjoyed every minute,

both in the concert hall and travel-

ing around.”

Morgan, 39, believes that orches-

tras nowadays are happy whenever

they are faced with a conductor

“who is competent and vaguely

musical. The problem today is that

there are many famous musicians

who started to conduct and they are

lacking >n the basic conducting

Michael Morgan ‘can’t wait

to return here.’

skills. People don’t see toe actual

need to team conducting as a skill.

They are definitely great musicians

but orchestras do not know what to

do when they stand m from of them

and move their hands. And so very

frequently orchestras have to com-
pensate for toe lack of musicianship

on the podium.”

He elaborates that “there is no

real distinction between ait and

public relations. There are people

out there who are not that talented

but are very good at publicity.”

Morgan grew up in the

Washington area, which is why, he

explains, his other major interest is

politics, “But the problem is that if

you are in politics, you have to raise

money all toe time. And if I raise

money I'd rather do it for music.

But if it weren't for toe money 1

would probably be in politics too.”

So he irks to advance political

and social beliefs through his musi-

cal work. “Audiences in Oakland

have expanded a great deal in

recent years and they do not look

like a regular American classical

music audience. There is a variety

of ages and races at our con-

certs."He says that “The orchestra

must be a focal point of the com-
munity, it is a community-building

mechanism. This is much more
important than playing music.

Society is so segmented today, we

must work against this and not

emphasize iL"

Bridging societal gaps through

music comes naturally to Morgan.

“Being a black American conductor

you are already crossing a few

lines, you automatically have to

develop a certain gift for diploma-

cy.”

Morgan realizes that in the US,
black conductot5(and female con-

ductors as well for that matter) can-

not reach beyond a certain point in

the hierarchy. “I have empathy for

an orchestra board of directors

because the conductor is the visible

symbol of toe orchestra and even

when there is no racial animosity

there is always that question 'can

that sell?’”

Morgan, who has been conduct-

ing since he was 1 2, says thatwhen
he was in his late teens his music
making was quite wild and lacked

any real discipline. “Now I’m
waiting for the spirit of my teen

years to return after I've got the

knowledge and the discipline."

And after spending 10 days in

Israel, he says, “I can’t wait to

return here, this is a great country,
I enjoyed every minute of being
here.”

Last-minute glory
ended w5lh a ban5- After more than two weeks of mor-

iKrformances, the final two concerts of the

riirfv h2rfiJi
I

T£
CI

!,,S exhilaraiin? music events of a caliber
cfuniixT orchestra of Barcelona’s Lliure Theater i

'!*snwnzing rendition of five tangos by
|

pfSi Ssf? '\hK
.

h (Argentinian accordion) virtuoso
j

?
glonous. This orchestra's musicians, under the baton

nL^rL^^,ea
i]
2qUie,

S0’ » ,n shwL a first-rate orchestra

PftSIK *,d°m Performed musk with enthusiasm.

Ati'cS
of enthusiastic music lovers came to hear the Bang on i

bU
-

1I

)-
0Se 11131 enjoyed electrifying contemporary !

music performed by six firei-rate musicians who save all their soul and
much more to the performance. Not all the compositions in this proeram
wmastmuiBiing. but social mention must go to Lisa Moore's rendition
of Frederic Rzewski s Piano Pfece No. 4.
Martin Bresnlcfc s The Bucket Rider wasa most introvert piece, touch

-

ing and compelling in a program which was usually much more extrovert.
The real highlight was Evan Ztporyn'sKeybar.Maya.a tantalizine game-
ten music-inspired opus for solo cello and prerecorded cello, in which
Maya Beiser was sensational. A grand finale for a rather dull festival.

MichaelAjzensradt

Carbon 14 is a radioactive isotope that helps to determine toe date of
archeological or geological finds. The Canadian dance theater by that
nante makes a statement that is hard to ignore: an intention to deal with
issues such as our perception and recalling of die past, fleeting memories i

and passage of nme. Their work. The Dead Stw/s, is ftill to the brim with
changing images that ileal with passage of time and our comprehension of 1

iL But director G3ks Maheu takes the most obvious and simplistic !

means, conceptually and structurally, and lavs them at our feet, so con-
spicuous. so banal so dull. 0ra Srafhian

Loose-limbed dancers with gently swavins hips, light feet and radiant
faces make toe evening with Brazilian Dance Theater Grupo Corpu sail

so smoothly. Choreographer Rodrigo Ptndcmieras managed ever so
skillfully to fuse elements of indigenous Brazilian movement motives,
and, even more precisely, movement quality, with contemporary dance
disciplines. The company performed Seven ur Eight Pieces for Ballet to

an adaptation of Philip Glass's composition, and their signature piece
Nazareth, a homage to Brazilian composer Ernesto Nazareth. It brines a
fresh, simple and even naive outlook to dance entertainment that isa touch
more sophisticated than it seems at first sight Without being ovettly chal-
lenging, Grupo Corpo presents a sleek dance machine that is so easy to

enjoy. Ora Brafinan

CONCERT

Spellbinding performer

Maria Joao Fires does not

play the piano, she sings

cm iL Or. to be more pre-

cise, she recites poetry on its keys.

Her rendition of Mozart's E flat

major Phno Concerto (KJ27I ) at

toe Jerusalem International

Convention Centeron June 12wasa
spellbinding, haunting experience

that left one agape. Fires totally

avoids mannerism; she is not inter-

ested in outward appearances.

Rather, she concentrates on the

music per se and breathes poetic

lyricism into it

The second movement was very

sensitive poetry at its supreme best,

displaying stability, sincerity and
serenity. It was a performance by a
woman who isatone with the music

she plays. The cadenza she played

was simply a masterpiece in its own
righL The finale was a brilliant com-
bination of sweeping passages

divided by a lyric minuet which

throws toe listeners into totally dif-

ferent directions. Altogether one of

toe more genuine, gripping and
evocative Mozart renditions 1 have

heard in a long while.

Rafael Fruhbeck de Burgos
accompanied with a firm hand, pro-

viding the right balance to the dia-

logue between soloist and orchestra.

The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra

was at its regular, yet far from excit-

ing, best.

There is a special charm to theAbu
Ghosh festival (June 10. 1 1) which

greets you as you drive through toe

winding roads of toe serene village

on your way to the church which

Has Michael Jackson’s talent

been abducted by aliens?

(Ttanocb Gmhmann)

ly made a good album since

Thriller over 12 years ago? Sure

there have been some decent

songs, fine dance tracks and
great production values, but for

the last decade most of his suc-

cess has been fueled by the

weirder-than-tabloid antics of

his personal life.

Whether his mind has been
taken over by aliens is debat-

able, but for anyone who
remembers the classic soul he
once made with his brothers, toe

only message to his captors is “J

want you back!”

stands at its top. The audience is far

from discerning and that is part of
the magic. They greet everything

with enthusiastic applause.

This year, there was a most exhil-

arating concert given by the Td
Aviv Chamber Choir under its

music director Michael Shani.

Singing Magnificats by Cimarosa,

Pergotesi and Vivaldi and a Siabat

Mater by Relnbergcr. the choir

managed to capture the actual

essence of these prayers in a most

subtle way. The singing was pure

and touching under Shani’s guiding

hands which could not, however,

always create the right balance

between the choir and the

Ra’anana Symphonette
Orchestra whose style is rather

remote from that of Vivaldi or

Peigolesi.

That said, the choir was more than

engaging and toe choice of material

was a revelation.

On the opening night, Stanley

Sperber led a very abridged (which

is a great pity and far from under-

standable) version of Handd's
Messiah, in which toe audience sang

a few of the choruses and relatively

young singers performed some of

the solo arias. Among them, alto

Anna Haase was someone l have

never heard before and now look

forward to hearing again. The audi-

ence was on cloud nine singing the

Hallelujah Chorus, and toe overall

performance was delightful,

although lacking toe real glory such

a concert could have had.

Michael AJzcnsiadr

AlfPs dream
ByHELEH KAYE

Tn the late '40s, a little boy and his

I grandfather came to Israel from

JLliaq. smuggled ouu and smug-

gled in. The Iraqi authorities weren't

letting Jews out and the British in

Mandatory Palestine weren’t letting

them in.

The little boy and his grandfather

are imaginary, brainchild of veteran

storyteller, director and playwright

Yossi Alfi, “but they are the sum of

toe people I knew,” he says. He has

put the story of their journey into A
Zionist Dream, an opera for story-

teller and orchestra.

Alfi. the Kibbutz Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Doron
Salomon and a quartet of players on
authentic instruments move the

story along. Each component plays

its pan, “but I don’t sing.” Alfi

jokes.

It opened to cheers at the Israel

Festival. Even toe critics liked iL

and they praised the music by Boaz
Ben-Moshe. a young Israeli com-
poser who recently got his doctorate

from Columbia University. The
music enriches, enlarges and pays
tribute to the oriental Jewish tradi-

tion using Western musical tech-

niques.

A Zionist Dream doesn't bemoan
anything. It’s not a protest, bm, as

Alfi puts iL “a stray seen through

the window of the hean from a
desire to belong.”

The opera plays in Kfar Sava on

June 24 and at the Wohl Auditorium
in Hayaikon Park on June 30.

THIS LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK WEEK CHARTS ARTIST

YEHUDA POUKER
MICHAEL JACKSON
O.S.T.

SUEDE
RITA

SPICE GIRLS
EYAL GOLAN
HANSON
SUEDE
RAMI KLEINSTEIN
ABBA
JAMIROQUAi
SHALOM HANOCH
O.S.T.

AIR SUPPLY

TITLE
LIVE

BLOODON THE DANCE FLOOR
SPACE JAM
COMING UP
COLLECTION
SPICE
WITHOUT YOU
MIDDLEOFNOWHERE
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COLLECTION
GOLD
TRAVELING WITHOUT
EREV, EREV
HAIR
MAKING LOVE
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89,000 foreign workers registered at Nil
The number of foreign workers registered with the National

Insurance Institute (Nil) totalled 89,000 in the last quarter of
1 996. the Central Bureau of Statistics announced yesterday. This
figure does not include domestic staff. There were an average of
80.000 foreign workers registered with the Nil for all of Iasi

year. Of those registered in the last quarter, some 47.000 were
employed in construction and through employment agencies,
with 1 9.000 working in agriculture. Jerusalem Post Staff

Kibbutz movements to discuss merger
A proposal to unify the three kibbutz movements will be dis-

cussed at this weekend’s annual meeting of the United Kibbutz
Movement. (UKM). The plan is to unite the UKM with the
Kibbutz Artzi Movement and Religious Kibbutz Movement. The
three bodies already work together on a variety of issues.

David Harris

Former Apple CEO plans Israel investments
John Sculiey, a former CEO ofApple Computers, announced

yesterday that he has joined the supervisory board of Catalyst
Partners PV. Based in Holland, Catalyst is the parent company of
Israel's HK Strategy & Finance, Ltd., an investment bank which
provides strategic planning services for high-tech companies.
Sculiey said he is currently planning several investments in

Israel: companies, including joint ventures between local busi-

nesses and Live Picture Inc., a California-based, digital image
technology company he heads. Sculiey is here for Internet Word,
which begins today at the International Convention Center.

Jennifer Friediin

Israel, Sun Microsystems in procurement deal
Ed Bander, president of network computing giant Sun

Microsystems of California, yesterday signed a reciprocal pro-

curement agreement with the government, represented by
Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky. The agreement
requires Sun to purchase an unspecified amount of Israeli goods.
Last year, Sun purchased $25 million worth of software from
Israel, mostly from security software company Check Point

In January, Sun Microsystems opened the Java Soft

Development Center in Herzliya. The center will concentrate on
developing Java software products for operating systems, securi-

ty systems and personal computers. Bander is expected to deliv-

er the keynote address at Internet Word. Jennifer Friediin

344 lots at 41st Gordon art auction
Gordon will offer 344 lots at its 41 st auction on June 22/23. to

be held at the Tel Aviv Fair Grounds. Among the top offers is a

1930s oil of a Seder by the late Moshe Castel ($35,000-$45,000)
and a rare 1913 pastel of a boat on a Dutch river by Lesser Ury
($20.000-$30,000).

A treacly late Rubin of a mother and child has an optimistic

top estimate of $70,000. Several small Ardons with healthy esti-

mates are also featured. Part two of the auction features a num-
ber ofdrawings and prints by noted Israelis with modest esti-

mates. some as low as $200. Meir Ronnen

Safdie to re-design Toronto airport

Israeli architect Moshe Safdie has been chosen along with

international colleagues for the $2.5 billion redesign of

Toronto's Lester B. Pearson Airport The initial work will begin

July 1, with the ground-breaking ceremony scheduled for next

year. The intention is to double the airport’s capacity with the

construction of a second terminal. David Harris

Owen quits NatWest Bank
Britain's NatWest Bank said yesterday its investment banking

boss Martin Owen had quit amid a major overhaul of the busi-

ness, which was draining the group’s profits.

NatWest “s chief executive Derek Wanless said he had not fall-

en out with Owen and the decision that a change of leadership

was needed had been taken by them both after lengthy discus-

sions.

Owen's future has been under a cloud since late February,
when NatWest Markets disclosed it had sustained multi-million

pound losses over a two-year period in its derivatives division.

Reuter

CORRECTION
Harry Fox invented the first multimedia personal computer and not

as published yesterday.

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

School of Business Administration

Sponsored by the Israel Discount Bank Foundation

Center of Management Development

Course in Investment Portfolio

Planning -Theory and Reality

Main Subjects:

+ Stock exchange
+ Bond market

Real estate market
Options market

Academic Coordinator: Prof. Dan Gala!

Joint Managing Director of Sigma P.C.M. Investment Lid. engaged in

investments in the capital market. Professor at the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem.

With the participation of leading experts in the field:

Prof. Moshe Ben-Horln, Dr. Yair Duchln and

Prof. Yoram Landskroner

Emphasis will be placed on describing the varieties of financial

assets traded in Israel and methods of evaluating them. The course

will help participants plan their investment portfolio and balance risks

and prospects between the various investment components.

For whom the course is intended

The course is intended for financial directors, accountants and other

personnel in financial companies, the staff of banks and non-profit

organizations and members of the free professions.

Time and place

The course will be held at the School of Business Administration on

Mount Scopus, Jerusalem.

Group 1 : Fridays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., June 27 - August 1 5. 1 997

Group 2: Wednesdays, 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.,

July 2 -August 18, 1997

For additional information contact the Center of

Management Development
Tel. 02-532-2638, 02-588-3077, 02-588-1022

E-mail: MSORA@PLUTO.MSCC.HUJI.AC.IL

Sharon willing to negotiate with

JNF on land reform blueprint
By DAVH) HARRIS

National Infrastructure Minister
Ariel Sharon yesterday offered to

negotiate with the Jewish National
Fund (JNFj and other interested
parties over the recommendations
of the Ronen Committee on the
reform of the country’s land struc-
ture.

Sharon was speaking during a
sitting of the Knesset Economics
Committee, whose aim was to

bring all sides back to the negoti-

ating table following the JNF-led
attack on die report - which aims
to expand real-estate supply and
ultimately generate a price
decrease.

Insisting they had been largely
ignored during the committee’s
investigationsr the agricultural

lobby, the JNF, and Jewish
Agency all expressed hope that

Sharon’s promise of talks will be
acted upon.

These organizations had
expressed their concern that they

were not consulted prior to last

Friday's government approval of
the Ronen recommendations.
However, Sharon informed them

that the cabinet only gave
approval to the geaeral principles

behind the report rather than its

specific details. Furthermore, he
added, when the key Israel Lands
Administration (ILA) directorate

discusses the proposals next week,

it too will only vote on the princi-

ples. This w'dl leave the path open
for detailed discussion of each
proposal in the report.

Among those demanding com-
promise in the final version of the

plan are the representatives of the

Arab population, the fanning
community, the JNF and Jewish

Agency.
“There's a feeling here that Jews

are splitting the land between
themselves and not thinking of

others.” said Azmi Bashara

(Hadash). “There's no reference to

the fact that this land once
belonged to Arabs.”

In response. Sbaron said he does

not want to deal with past issues

but to look ahead, working closely

with Arab leaders and justly con-

sidering each and every claim they

may have.

“I don’t distinguish between

Arabs and Jews; they are all Israeli

citizens,” he said.

The farmers’ representatives,

who had successfully appealed to

the Supreme Court to prevent the

DLA from approving the relevant

sections of the report without their

approval, said they would not

have turned to the courts had
Sharon initially said he was pre-

pared for a full round of negotia-

tions.

They are particularly concerned

about their future relationship with

the state, which through the ILA

and JNF owns some 91 percent of

the land. Aryeh Gertzler. head of

the farmers' campaign against the

Ronen report, said legislation

must be introduced to enshnne

farmers' rights.

Sharon told the farmers the last

thing he wants to do is harm their

rights.

The JNF is convinced there is no

way it can transfer land out of

state control. “It is our job to pre-

serve national lands,” JNF chair-

man Moshe Rivlin said.

This is a view shared by the

Jewish Agency, which favors a

reduction in bureaucracy and is

prepared to negotiate with the

farmers to reach a compromise

but is refusing to sell its landhold-

ings. ......
The JNF also maintains the dis-

cussion should never have been

held in the government, as the ILA

is the only body which can make
decisions on die issue of land

sales. _
The Ronen Committee recom-

mendation's call for the dispersion

of the population away from the

central areas: the transfer, of the

freehold from the ILA or JNF to

householders - initially this is like-

ly to affect some 700,000 apart-

ments; preventing foreigners

(other than those entitled to settle

here under the Law of Return)

from buying land: easing planning

procedure restrictions for private

citizens, making it far easier to

build on one's own property; and

granting permission for agricultur-

al estate holders in residential

areas to register their land as indi-

viduals rather than as part of larg-

er representative bodies and that

they be permitted to divide their

estates and sell residential plots.

Many of the proposals will not

require legislation, but some of the

weightier issues will have to come
before the Knesset

BackWeb in

talks to have
its software

included

in PCs
By JUDY SIEGEL

Israeli display at Paris Air Show
Visitors to the 42nd Paris Air Show yesterday examine the cockpit of an Israeli-upgraded fighter plane, which is to be sold to

the Romanian Air Force. (Renter)

Soros increases Indigo stake
By JENNIFER RflEDUN

Entities affiliated with US entre-

preneur George Soros and P.C.

Chaneijee invested $8.9 million in

a private placement in Indigo NV.
the struggling manufacturer of
electronic color printing products,

an Indigo spokesman said yester-

day.

indigo intends to use the invest-

ment to “improve its financial sit-

uation,” the spokesman said.

Soros and Chatteijee representa-

tives could not be reached for

comment.
Since the beginning of the year.

Indigo has raised a total of

. $28.9m. in placements, said CFO
Shlomo Nimrodi, adding that the

investments demonstrate people's

confidence in the beleaguered

company's ability to turn its for-

tunes around.

“We are proud of the continued

support investors have in the com-
pany and its technology,” he said

in a statement.

Earlier in the year, the Dutch-
based company with production

facilities in Israel and an Israeli

leadership, announced it had
raised $20m. from investors.

Among the investors were the

Landa Family Trust, whose bene-
ficiaries include Benny Landa,

Indigo's founder and chairman,
and the Chatterjee Group, an affil-

iate of Soros Fund Management.
Indigo, which had difficulties

marketing its new product line and
maintaining strong customer rela-

tions, announced a restructuring

program at the end of 1996.
Indigo's massive restructuring

program - including the laying off

of 57 percent of its workers and
firing of senior staff - was
designed to return the company to

its former glory as one of Israel's

most internationally lauded high-
tech firms and to secure its posi-

tion as a leader in the electronic

printing market.

Early signs showed the plan was
taking effect, as the company
advanced toward the black in the

first quarter of 1997. Indigo said
net Josses for the first quarter
totaled $ 1 7.8m., compared with
$21.6m. in the same period in
1996.

In January, two companies affil-

iated with Soros increased their

holdings in El- Rov Israel to
14.4% as part of Soros's plan to
increase its involvement in the
local real-estate market
Soros and the Chatteijee Group

also announced a commitment to
invest $25m. in Geotek
Communications.

BackWeb Technologies, an Israeli

software firm that automatically

“pushes" Internet sites of die user’s

choice on the screen, is negotiating

with major international computer

manufacturers to have its program

included in each machine sold,

BackWeb CEO Eli Barica said yes-

terday.

Barka added that when die deals

are signed andthe software is includ-

ed in PCX they will become much
more user friendly for those interest-

ed in the Internet

Users will be able to take the PC
out.ofthe box, plug them in and cus-

tomize theirown Internet “channels”
- whose icons will appear on die

screen while they work as soon as

die sites are updated.

A very young company with a 34-

year-oldCEO, BackWeb already has

1 00 staffers (40 of them in Israel and
die rest in (he US ) and has captured

22% of the business of 50 leading

companies using push technology.

“We are way ahead of the rest of
the pack,” says Barkat who graduat-

ed in computer science and mathe-
matics from die Hebrew University.

He started his career as a software

developer with Aurek and then

moved to Daizix Technologies in

Herzliya, where he developed com-
puter-assisted design applications,

.

Eighteen months ago he was a key
person in the development of
BackWeb. The Jerusalem Post's

Internet Edition was the first on-line

newspaper in die world to be acces-

sible via BackWeb.
As it is a privately owned compa-

ny, Barkat would not supply revenue
or profit figures. BackWeb receody
announced an agreement with

Microsoft Corporation for expand-
ing broadcast and delivery options

for Microsoft’s Interna Explorer

4.0, scheduled for release soon.
The firm has also just released

BackWeb version 20 with several
-

new enhancements that conserve the

corporate network bandwidth. Tlus

.

version is especially useful forcotn-

pantes sending information -id

employees over their own intngRL
While they work, staffers wflLbe
notified automatically of news’ and

material from management whfeout

having to look for them.
.

-
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Rockwell Semiconductor Systems
to expand local R&D centers

By JENNIFER FRIEDIIN

Rockwell Semiconductor
Systems, the world's leading

modem manufacturer, expects io

increase the number of employees
at its Israel-based centers from 50
to 75 over the next year, company
president Dwight Decker said.

Want to keep

in close touch

with your

securities 1

till 11 PM?

Last month, Rockwell
Semiconductor Systems, a sub-
sidiary of industrial automation
giant Rockwell International

Corp., announced the establish-

ment of a research and develop-

ment center in Herzliya.

The company already had a
center in Karaite), which it

acquired from the US-based
Comstream.
“We came here because of the

people and talent and because we
felt we could build a strong prod-
uct development team,” Decker
said.

The increase in the number of
employees will raise Rockwell's
local investment from $10 mil-
lion to $15m. per year, Decker

said.

The decision to set up a local

R&D center is part of the compa-
ny's transition from an aerospace
and defense company to a high-
tech commercial electronics firm,

he said.

The center in Herzliya will

design software-based modems,
which are more flexible and less

expensive than the currently used
hardware modems. The Karmiel
center is engaged in developing
satellite modems.
Rockwell Semiconductor

Systems' revenues totalled $1.5
billion last year, representing
some 20% of Rockwell
International's $8b. in annual
sales.
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Currency basket
U.S. dollar
German mark
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French franc
Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc
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Norwegian krone
Danish krone
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•in local currencies

TASE ROUNDUP

Stocks increase on
hopes for rate cut

Mishtanim

294.61 1.62%

By ROBERT DANE.

Stock indexes leaped to records

after the Consumer Price Index rose

a lower-than-estimated 0.5 percent,

fuelinghopes the central bank would

cut interest rates, potentially boost-

ing corporate profits.

Leading the market higher were

Bank Leumi, Teva Pharmaceutical

Industries Ltd.. Bezeq and IDB

Key Representative Rates

US Dollar NIS 3.4160 +0.09%

stedmg NtS 53893 * 026%

Mark NIS 13715 • 017%

EW YORK MARKET INDEXES
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

fi@6S COMPOTE* SYSTEMS LIMITED
*mns MAINTENANCE 4 SVTTtX

Foreign financial data courtesy of

ComnStiiGk Hading Ltd.

Futures. Opiums,

Stocks, Bonds

andMutualFunds

34 Ben Yehuda SL. Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09-958-5873. All Other

data supplied by

Commstock Trading Ltd.,

TeL 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be Inaccurate. TTie

Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any

transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business

Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem

91000

Pacific Mediterranean

Capital Markets Group

St.vk liroi.MT’

l-A|mi> <.y miKTA rc»eu:vh
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Holdings Ltd. Dediners included
drugmaker Agis Industries Ltd. and
Bank Hnpoolim.

Cemral bank Governor Jacob
Frenkel "has done wonders for the

Israeli economy," said Jonathan
Half, analyst at the TelAviv office of

Oscar Grass & Sen. "If not for his

ability to stand up to political pres-

sures, we'd be in a much worse eco-

nomic condition."

“No doubt, he will have to" cut,

said Daniella Finn, chief of research

at Hanot Batucha. “The question is

whether we'll see an economic
package deal" tonight, coming out of
an economic conference in

Caesarea.

Maof

303.91 A 1.44%

The Maof Index of 25 most-traded
issues rase 1.44 percent to 305.91,
while the Mishumim Index of 100
top stocks increased 1 .625* to

294.61.

The indexes set their previous

reconls on June 9, with the Maof
closing at 300.71 and the Mishtanim
reaching 292.63.

Bank Leumi added 2rr to 5.54.

Israel's No. 2 bank based on assets

was the most active issue, trading
MS 22.5 million worth of shares.

~

Across ihe Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange. NIS 264.4m. worth of
shares traded- That's 1 5*7 more than
the month's daily average of NIS
230.Sm. " (Bloomberg)

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

Euro shares shrug off

EU pact, end with losses

LONDON (Reuter) - European

stocks ended trade with losses yes-

terday, unimpressed by EU leaders

agreeing on a budget stability pact

and discouraged by a poor early

trade on Wall Street-

In currency markets, the dollar

finished the session slightly down
on the mark after profit-taking.

Dealers said sentiment remained

healthy as improved prospects for

launching a single European cur-

rency would result in a soft euro,

making “safe haven" currencies like

the dollar an attractive investment.

Paris saw die most volatile trad-

ing. Stocks finished down about 05
percent despite the compromise
agreement struck by EU leaders to

enforce budget discipline in the sin-

gle European currency zone and to

create morejobs.

The blue chipCAC-40 index hit a

record high of 2^25.18 points early

WALL STREET REPORT

in the day on on a wave of optimism
that a deal would be reached at the

summit meeting in Amsterdam.
But the mood changed later and

stocks went into reverse.

Even after the budget stability

pact was announced, the marker
failed to perk up and slipped well

into the red by the close.

French investors ignored the news
from Amsterdam, where the minis-

ters resolved the differences

between France and other member
countries over jobs, and concentrat-

ed on the bad news from New York,

where the Dow Jones made an neg-

ative start after a six-day record-

breaking run last week.

London had a rough day. The
FTSE 100. after Friday's record

dose, finished the day down 0.85>,

unsettled by Wall Street and press

reports ofan attack on tax breaks for

pension funds in the next budget.

Dow record-breaking streak ends
NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks

fell slightly yesterday, halting a

six-day streak of record-break-

ing gains as investors tried to

hold onto their profits.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age fell 9.95 to close at 7.772.09.

At one point, the blue-chip

barometer hit a high of 7,795. 1 6.

but in the end, it failed to keep

up with its blistering recent pace.

The Dow has gained more than

20 percent this year, ending last

week with its sixth consecutive

record finish. On Friday alone,

the Dow rose 70.57 to close at

7,782.04 after coming within a

third of a point of 7,800. Broad-

market indexes, including the

Nasdaq composite, also set

records.

Declining issues slightly out-

numbered advancers by a narrow

margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, where volume came
to 414.2 million shares.

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged
at MS 28.08 per fine. Including VAT.

Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per fine, Including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daBy Sun.-Thur. 11 am from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,

26, 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAHL Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-

B4 16333. 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:

The Morgue. Soviet Photography from

the Museum collection- Lucian Freud:

selection of works. Tzvi Hecker.
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israeli artists. Virtual Reafity: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary

Israeli art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shtomo Ben-David and Amon
Ben-David. The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 ajn.-6 p.m.Tue.
10 am-iO p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Meyertioff Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, tfial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Shoresh Pham, 15
Agrippas. 624-6484; Balsam, Salah e-

Din, 627-2315; Shualat. Shualat Road.
581-0108; DarAldawa. Herod’s Gate.
628-2058.

Tel Aviv: CSal Pharm Gan Hair, 71 1bn

GviroL 527-9317; Kupat Hofim
Maccabi. 7 Ha-Shla. 546-5558. Till 1

am. Wednesday. Pharma Dal

Jabotinsky. 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-2040.

T9 midnight: Superpharm Ramai Aviv,

40 Eftstan. 641-3730; London
Moiistore Superpharm. 4 Shaul
Hamelech, 696-0115.

Ra’anarta-Kfar Sava: Avner GHad. 34
Weizmann. Kfar Sava. 762-6826.

Netanya: Clal Pharm, 60 Binyamin,

633-8091.
Haifa: CarmeHt, 6 EHahu Hanavi, 867-

Si 75.

Krayot area: Nivphami ShaviL Merita*

Shavit, Kfcyat Ata, 844-3778.
HereHya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Maskh (ere. Sderot Hagalim), Herzliya

Pftuah. 955-8472, 9558407. Open 9
a.m. to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev
Ha’ir Man. 657-0468. Open 9 am to

10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hofim (internal,

obstetrics); Shears Zedek (surgery,

orthopedics, pediatrics, ENT);
Hadassah Bn Kerem (ophthalmology).

Tel Aviv: TelAviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital [penalties); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

ROUGE 100

FIRE 102

FIRST AID ioi

Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (English) in most parts of the
country- In addition:

In emergencies efial 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (English) in most parts ol the
country. In addition:

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (English) in most parts of the

try. In adcSticladcStion:
r8551333

Asricrion 6551 333
Beastieba- 6274767
Beit Shemesh 6523133
Dan Rayon* 5793333
Eta!* KX32-M4
Haria* 6512233
Jerusalem* 6523133
Kanwer 9985444

War Sava* 9902222
Natures* 8812333
Netanra* 8604444
PetahTfcva* 93inn
RriKwor 9451333
fiShon* 9642333
Sated 6820333
TdAirn* 5460111
TSKnas* 6792444

* MoMe kitenwro Care Unit (MICU] servfca m
the area, wound ma dock.

Medical help lor tourists fn English)
177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24
hours a day. tor information in case ol
poisoning.

Eran - Emotional FirstAW - 1201,
also Jerusalem 561 -0303, TelAw
546-1111 (cMdrenfyouth 5450739),
Rishon Lotion 956-6661/2, Haiia 807-
2222, Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya
882-5110, Karrrael 9888770, Kfar

Sava 767-4555, Hadera 634-6789.
Crisis Center for RetigSousWomen
02-8555744/5. 24-hour service, confi-

dentiality guaranteed.

Wizo hotlines for battered women
02-6514111, 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310, 088558506
(also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center @4 hours). Tei
Avh/ 523-4819, 544-9191 (men),
Jerusalem 625-5558. Haiia 653-0533
Eilat 633-1977.

Hadassah Medical Organlzation-
israet Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02-624-7B76).
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SPORTS
in brief

Tiger Woods becomes youngest worid No. 1
LONDON (Reuter) —Tiger Woods has become the youngest

player to head the worid golf rankings list, issued yesteiday
The 2] -year-old American gained a cop 2Q finish in the US Open at

Bethesda, Maiyland at the weekend to leap-frog over Australian Greg
Norman, who had a disappointing tournament and missed the cut.
South African Ernie Els moves up from eighth to fourth place

after his one-shot victory over Britain’s Colin Montgomerie at die
US Open.

Wame hints at improved form with 542
LEICESTER (Reuter) - ShaneWame captured five for 42 to hint

at Improving form as the Australians snatched an 84-run win over
English county champions Leicestershire yestenlay.

_

Set a target of 264 in a minimum of 65 overs after two declara-
tions on the third and last day, Leicester were bowled out for 179.
Paul Reiffel, who joined the touring party last week because of

injuries to fellow pacemen Jason Gillespie and Andy Bicbel, con-
tinued his encouraging start by adding three for 49 to his first
innings three for 12.

Williams, Campbefl cany West Indies to victory
ST JOHN'S, Antigua (Reuter) - Openers Stuart Williams and

Sherwin Campbell earned West Indies to an extraordinary six-
wicket victory against Sri Lanka midway through the third day of
the first Test on Sunday.

In a Test offluctuating fortunes, the West Indies pair belied the
belief that conditions did not favor the batsmen, combining in a
stand of 160 - far and away the biggest partnership of the match.
Set 187 to win. West Indies looked set for a convincing 10-wicket

victory, but in keeping with the bizarre proceedings of the previous
two days the hosts then lost four wickets forjust 23 runs.

It was left to Cart Hooper to hit the winning runs, a six oveT
long-on off off-spinner Muttiah Muralitharan, ending an eventful
Fust Test match between the countries in West Indies.

Lancashire strangled by
Zimbabwe leg-spinner

Sherf to go
to

BrOW LEWIS

Maccabi Tel Aviv basketball

club yesterday decided to allow

their coach, Zvt Sherfv to cake- a

position with PAOK Salonika of

the Greek first division.

Sherf, who also coaches the

national team, is considered to be

the top contemporary Israeli bas-

ketball coach and this will be his

third appointment abroad. He was

in charge of French club Limoges

in 1995 and prior to that coached

oversaw Greek club, Ans
Salonika.

PAOK has offered the Israeli a

lucrative two-year contract said to

be worth Sl.l million.

Maccabi chairman Shimon
Mizrahi said yesterday that with

such a generous offer on the table,

the TelAviv club coakl hot pOs&-

.

bly stand in Sherf’s way and he

wished him luck. .

Sherf, speaking on Israel Radio
,

from Spain, where the national

side was playing in a warmup
tournament for. -the European

-

Championshipsvsaid was grateful

:

to Miaccabi for agreeing to lethim
go.

'

' ' :

Israel finished bottom of the

four-team tournament add yester-

day lost 81-T6 to Latvia. They
continue' jemeparations for the

championships at -another- tourney
starting roTi^asytoday.
Sherf's deputy at Maccabi,

Yoram.Tiariisht-is said to be the
,

most likely candidate to take over

frorarhismemor.

LONDON (Reuter) - Zimbabwe
leg-spinner Paul Strang completed
a match haul of 1 1 for 186 to bowl
Kent to die top of die English coun-

ty championship table yesterday.

Strang took four fix- 68 to add to

his first innings seven for 118 as

Kent snatched a 58-run victory

over Lancashire in the penultimate

over an the fourth and final day at

Old TraffonL

Set a target of 306 off a minimum
of58 overs, Lancashire were all out

for 247 after their last six wickets

crashed for 44.

England middle order batsman

John Crawley struck 91 off 119
balls, with 12 fours, but his dis-

missal : marked the end . of
.

Lancashire's push for victory.

Orf245 for nine, uncapped pair-

Jamie Haynes and Paul Ridgway
tried to hold outat the finish but the

former was bowled by paceman
Martin McCague with the fifth ball

of the game’s penultimate over.

Worcestershire seamer Stuart

Lampitt ended a stubborn innings

by discarded England wicketkeep-

er Jack Russell to help inflict

Gloucestershire’s first champi-
onship defeat of the season, at

Bristol.

Lampitt prised out Russell for 65
to end a 70-run eighth-wicket stand

with Tim Hancock, after the pair

bad come together at 189 for seven

in pursuit of a victory target of 372.
The dismissal of Russell, who

had already shared a 57-run sev-

enth-wicket stand with captain

Marie AUeyne, was die beginning

of the end for Gloucestershire, who
went down by 95 runs.

Rain curtailed the fourth and last

day at The Oval where Yorkshire,

needing 316 to win, were strug-

gling on 115 for four.

Australian Darren Lehmann was
unbeaten on 57, adding to his first-

innings century, after pace bowler
Martin BickneU had snapped up
three for 32. .

WITH A FLOURISH -American Venus Williams seen in action at the women’s grass court tour-

nament in Eastbourne yesterday, is unseeded for Wimbledon which begins next week but she is

certain to turn many heads with her aggressive style of play and her innovative hair style. <api

Becker given a helping

hand for Wimbledon
LONDON (Reuter) - Former

champion Boris Becker earned a

timely bonus for his past efforts at

Wimbledon yesterday when he was
nominated as eighth seed for tins

year’s championships by the All

England Gub committee.

Becker is still struggling to regain

placed above him.

Six players among the world’s top

20 are either injured or have with-

drawn from the Wimbledon men’s

draw but Becker's position wiS not

delight day-court experts Marcelo
Rios or Carlos Moya who also both

find themselves seeded below the

Kant
Mttdtosex
Essex
Gfcjucs

Note
Glume

County Championship
p w L TJ Bt w

Yotkaiwe
Lafcesters

Somerset
Wftfwfckss
Worcs
Sussex
Surrey
Domain
DeOyshire
Lancashire
Nonhanta

Bt Bl Pts.
14 24 105
IB 24 94
14 24 92
13 24 91
5 21 60
15 21 77
17 18 76
12 21 71
15 24 70
14 Z7 69
10 17 98
15 17 65
11 22 45
11 20 43
12 19 43
9 22 40
12 18 39
7 15 31

rising

hisformfoBowinga.wristijytny but, .i29-yeanold German,
despite a worid -ranking, of 18,the**,aV Despite a world ranking of 20th,

three-limes champion has been pidL>° ' Britain’s Tun Henman has' been

motetl above a host of younger rivals seeded' in 14th position, largely on
tbe strength ofhis performances last

yearwhen he became the firsthome
player since 1973 to reach the

Wimbledon quarter-finals. He is tbe

first British men's seed for 15 years.

in the women's singles, the

absence through injuryofSteffi Graf
gave tbe seeding committee an easi-

er task. Martina Hingis,. the worid

No. 1, is fee top seed followed by
Monica Seles and Jana Novotna.

The draw for both the men’s and

women’s singles win be made today,

six days before tbe championships

start

Seetfines; Men’s tingles: L Pete Sampras
(VS), 2. Goran Ivanbnic(QnHb^3. Yevgeny
Kafelnikov (Russia), 4. Richard Krftfkxk

(Netherlands), & Michael Chang (USX &
Thomas Master (Austria), 7. Mark
Ftniippouuis (Australia), 8. Boris Becker.

AC Milan confirm CapellO

is returning as coach
MILAN (Reuter) - AC Milan

confirmed yesterday that Fabio
Capello would be returning to tbe

Italian club as coach from July 1 In

place ofArrigo Sacchi.

“Horn July 1, 1997, the technical

direction of the team will bejenmist-

including French Open winner
Gustavo Kuerten and
Australian Pat Rafter:

Worid No. 1 Pete Sampras was
predictably confirmed as top seed in

,

fee men’s singles but world Na 2
Michael Chang has to be content

with fifth position on fee seeding

list Goran Ivanisevic, Yevgeny
Kafelnikov and defendingchampion
Richard Krajicek have all been

Rkw(CMe), lUSarte - ed to Mr Fabio Capello,” it said in a,

Moyats^ala), IL Gosmro Kuerten (BfejflhJT stffiirvrn
’

IX PatrickJ(an«-,(A«istra&),
.

_/-v
.

Medvedev (dm*!*), ‘hS * ^The club expresses its wannest
gratitude to friend Arrigo Sacchi for

Spartak killing highlights crime in Russian sport

(Britain), 15. Wayne Ferreira (Saudi Africa),

16. Petr Korda (Czech Repnbfic)

Women’s tingles: L Martina Hingis

(Switzerland), X Monica Sdes (US), 3. Jana
Novotna (Cm* Republic), 4. Ira M^Jali
(Croatia), 5. Lindsay Davenport (US), <•

Amanda Coetzer (South Africa), 7. Alike
Haber (Cennapy),SLA«aniraSancfargVfcario
(Spain),9.Mary Pierce (France), 1ft, CoocMta
Martinet (Spain), 1L May-Joe Fernanda
(US), 12. Irina Spiriea (Romania), 13.

Kimberley Po (US). 14. Brenda Setanltz-

McCarfby (Netherlands), 15. Rmandra
Dragomir (Romania), 16. Barbara Panins
(Austria).

LOCAL SCENE

the constant commitment shown
during fee season."

Sacchi, former Italy national

coach, took over at Milan late last

year after Uruguayan Oscar
Washington Tabarez had his resig-

nation offer accepted.

There was no official word on his

{dans but he is widely expected to

take a career break.

Milan finished die season in life."

place, their lowest since they were ?

relegatedto serie B in 1982, and will -

.

not be playing in European club

competition next season.

Capello won fourleague titles and

one European Cup wife Milan after
.

HeJeJfLthe dub at fee

1995-% season forRed M&Ebrtfc

He added fee Spanish league title

on Sunday when Real won fee

championship. Capeflo announced
after the march that he would be
returning to Milan.

He told fee daily Gaz&tta delio

Sport yesterday drat Milan owner
Silvio Berlusconi had approached
him about the job in March.
‘'Berlusconi called me and I could

not say no," he said.

MOSCOW (Reuter)-The weekend,killing ofa
senior business executive ai Russia’s top soccer

club. Spartak Moscow, has highlighted how far
' sport m fee former Soviet Union has fallen victim
• to organized crime, officials said yesterday.

Vladimir Radionov, general secretary of the

Russian Football Union (RFS), said Larisa
Nechayeva, fee second senior Russian sports offi-

cial shot dead in fee last two months, had received

% threats recently and looked nervous the last time
•* he saw her.
6- “It looks like fee commercial interests of differ-

ent companies clashed in this case and relations
* between them took a dangerous turn,” Radionov

told Reuters.

“As often happens nowadays, they started set-
v fling scores." Police in the Vladimir region, east

of Moscow, were still investigating fee apparent
contract shooting of Nechayeva, who was the
director general in charge of finance and sponsor-

’ ship at fee league champions.
' She was No. 2 to club president Oleg

Romantsev, the former head coach of tbe Russian
. national side.

One dub source said she was a particularly
dose associate ofRomantsev, an authoritarian fig-

ure who retained close control over the club dur-
ing his 1994-96 tenure wife the national squad.

Nechayeva and another woman an fee Spartak

management team, named by police only as

Rudzake, were gunned down at a chib villa on
Sunday afternoon. Her driver was in intensive care.

The murders came less than two months after

fee unsolved assassination of Russian ice hockey

federation president, Valentin Sych, who was

sprayed wife bullets as be drove to work.

Sych, 60, had spoken out against pressure from

business groups who take advantage of post-

Soviet Russia’s legal vaccuum to employ fee sort

of mafia-style tactics that have made contract

killings commonplace across fee country.

One senior Russian soccer official said on

Monday he was alarmed by tie general rise in fee

use of sports clubs to launder mafia money. Other

allegations, never preyed, feat have circulated in

fee Russian sports world in recent years involve

the . abuse of special tax breaks and widespread

Some of Russia's biggest sports stars, now
based abroad, say they fear to retom home for fear

of pressure from crime gangs.

Spartak spokesman Alexander Lvov conceded

Nechayeva’s murder was a contract hit But he

body denied any suggestion fee club, four times

Russian champions in fee past five years and one

of fee richest in the county, had any links to the

underworld.

There isno connection to organized crime.This

contract killing could have been prompted by any

kind of reason - personal contacts, other private

matters," be told Reuters Television on Sunday.

Tt has notiiing to do with allegations of fee so-

called criminal entourage around our club." He
added he was not aware of any threats towards

Nechayeva.

Other Spartak officials declined to comment
yesterday.

Nechayeva, 45, a striking blonde said by NTV
television to be a member of Vladimir

Zhirinovsky's extreme nationalist LDPR party,

was reported to have landed her job by contacting

Romantsev wife an offer to turn tbe Spartak into a

“supercJub."

Unlike many of Russia’s top clubs, such as Red
Army side CSKA, police team Dynamo or fee

railways chib Lokomotiv, Spartak have a tradition

of relative independence from the state.

But they have won important sponsorship deals

allowing them to dominate tire Russian league -

they returned to the top of the table on Saturday

with a 1-0 win overLokomotiv Nizhny Novgorod
- and to pay star players such as winger Andrei

Tikhonov enough to stop them joining the exodus

of talent to the West.

Perlman elected to serve
on influential ICC panel

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Alt rales
- include VAT:
’ Single Weekday -NtS 13455 tor 10 words
(minimum}, each additional word NIS
13.45
FRIDAY AND HOUDAY EVE - NIS
210.60 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word MIS 21 .06
TWO FRIDAYS - NIS 351 for 10 WOfds,
(minimum), each additional word NIS

' 35.10
' MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
• DAY (package) - NIS 304.20 lor 10 words
• (minimum),each additional word - NIS
' 30.42.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions} - NtS 432-90
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 43.29.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
555.75 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional wonj - NIS 55.57.

MONTHLY (24 insertions} - NtS 1053 (or

10 words (minimum), each additional
' word - NIS 105-30.
• Rates am valid until AUG 31 1997.

DWELLINGS
General

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: for Friday 4 p.m. on

' Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p-m. Thursday In Tel Avw
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call

02-5315644.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and breakfast.
4233. Jerusalem 91044.

Tel 02-5611745, Fax: 02-561-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

RENTALS
GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.

Panting, long term, hrw

S^V££SSS^h g,v,R0LU
'

SALES
~

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, imbue 2,3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate [no
commissions). DIVIROLLl SIANI. Tel.
02-561-2424.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOUDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room a/e
apartments, Ben Gurfon BlvcL, tourists/

businessmen, short/long term. Tel. 03-

696-9092,050-358972.

RENTALS
AZOREI CHEN, fi + large terrace, air

conditioning, doorman, country Club.

YAEL REALTOR. (MaJdan). Tel. 03-642-

6253.

GORDON ST, LUXURIOUS
sea view. Item Real Estate

~

SALES
EZOREI CHEN, LUXURIOUS, 5 + bal-

cony, + seavlew, high floor. YAEL REAL-
TOR (MALDAN). Tel (03) 642-6253.

JAFFA, OLD HOUSE. 180 sq.m., plans

for 2 cottages. TW. 051W07172.

DWELLINGS
Southern Coast_
RENTALS^

~

ASHKELON, FURNISHED, DETACHED
villa, 4 rooms, near sea, garage. Tel.

(07) 673-3017

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
~

WANTED URGENTLY FULL-TIME met*
; twuwwofe In gtvat Ya'arfm.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SOUTH-AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY iS-

raei based, requires many South Afri-

can/other girls, live-in au pairs country-

wide. Top conditions + high salary.
Wonderful Job opportunities- 03-619-
0423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, Menfe
ties) (amities, best conditions, tbe

cy with a heart for the Au Pairs.

ma, TgL (03) 9653937.
•

METAPELET, PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Live-in I live-out. Good
conditions. TeL 03-537-1036.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Haifa and North

HOUSEHOLD HELP
ENGLISH-SPEAKING AU-PAIR FOR
English-speaking family, north of Israel,

starting July, childcare + housework.
TeL (04) 983-6015. 104) 866-4810.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
SUBARU LEGACY STATION-WAGON,
1991. 1800. First hand, excellent con-
dition. Tel 02-534-2235, 052-600-608.

By HEATHER CHATT

In an unprecedented move,
Stanley Perlman was elected unop-
posed as fee Associate Members
representative on fee International

Cricket Council’s Finance and
Marketing Committee.
The position includes controlling

and advising the ICC on financial

matters, alongside representatives

from Australia, England and
Pakistan.

While in London this week,
Perlman was inundated wife offers

of assistance for local cricket from
full member countries.

Meanwhile, the team representing

Israel in the Maccabiah will be
Raymond Ashton. Steven Baskin,
Abraham Daniels, Jacky Divekar,

Benzie Kahimkar, Danny Malekac,

Isaac Mtefl, Alan Moss (captX Yefet

Nagavkar, Perlman, Shimsbon Raz,
David Stiver, Paul Smith, Avi Talkar

and Shimsbon Teurdekac
Bowls: The bowling population

has been busy recently, both with tbe

Shavuot tournament and with fee.

more altruistic ESRA event
Tbe Ra’anana team of Yitzchak

Benoldi, Sally Goldberg, Meir
Judeflan and Tony JofFe inched past
the Kiryat Ono side of Avi Naim,
Assaf Gringard, Ruthie Gflor and
Shelley Aviv, to win fee Shavuot
tournament 15-13.

Another tight sqeeze gave, the

Ramat Gan team of Arye Keren,
Moshe Braun, Rivi Meirav and
Shosh Asayahu third placewith their

17-16 win over Kfar Hamaccabiah's
Cedi Bransky, Yair Bekiex; Juliette

Bimhak and Michael Stange.
Kenmar Investments sponsored

the event
The ESRA function, wife pro-

ceeds of NISI 0,000 going to
ESRA's after-school enrichment
centers, was won by Raymond Sber,
Gordon Stiberstein, Ire Shamos and
Meir Judeflan.

Sponsoring this event was Anglo-
Saxon Real Estate (Ra’anana).
Athletics: High jumper

Konstantin Matusevich is m excel-

lent condition for fee national
championships at Hadar Yosef on
July 6-7.

Over fee weekend he achieved his
best result (his year - 231 meters at
fee Maccabi championships
Matusevich, who holds the national
record at 234m, then aimed for

235ra but failed.

Besides fee sports champions at
fee national competition, there will
be other heroes present, some better
known than others.

Adding a dash of officialdom will
bePretidentEzerWtizman who win
open tire event No less important
wul be Meital Ledennau who was
critically injured in fee Dizengoff
Center terrorist bombing and is con-
fined to a wheelchair, as is Meni
Guy who saved a television crew
during fee riots after fee Western
Wall’s tunnel’s opening. Both
Lederman and Guy win. award
medals at the competition.

Tennis: The ATP Tour rankings
for this week have Eyal Ran at 140,
Oreo Motevassel at 182, Eyal Erik*
at 205, Raviv Weidenfeki at 236 and
Nir'WfeIgreenat280.

The doubles rankings are another
story wife Ran leading on 186 but
Lior Mar is second on 244, Noam
Behr on 266, Hirel Levy on 272 and
Erlich oo 279.

Golf:Ran Sandlerwon tire month-
ly medal competition with his 69 net
score wife Leslie Ben Amir’s inferi-

or back nine giving him second
place, also on 69. Mentis Partner
won fee B division with 74foflowed
by Qiye Jossett an 76. Yitzhak
Dankner led the C division wife 73,
leavingAvrabam Namdar in second
place at 74. In fee D division,

Barbara Golan won wife 74, fol-

lowed by Nate Kansky wife 75.

After 10 xounds of the National
Coca Cola Golf League, Kfar
Shmaryahuis tire dear favorite wife

43. Hecdiya A is second wife 24
points and Hetzliya B has 22.

Maccabiah tnmufesi Nearly five .

thousand of fee Diasppra’s leading

^port^eoide will be airlifted into
.

Israel over just three days between
"

July 11-14 for tbe opening of fee
15th Maccabiah on July 1 4 in Ramat
Gan.

Accompanyingtbe athletes will be
15.000 visitors from 50 countries.
Netanya, wife the most athletes, will
be known as the ‘Olympic (fey* and
among other hosting dMes will be
MetuDa (where ice hockey will
debut in the Games), Jerusalem and
Bat Yam.
Another first for tire two-week

:

event is Nava. Israel, the clinical
dietician who win keep tabs orii the
monies and mariticcia) value of fee
victuals that cross the athletes’ Ijps.
lfenPSn bowling: Sarit Mizrahi

won fee 1997 national title, after
beating hermother and winaerofthe
past two years, Mali, en roufc to fee
title. Mizrahi, a soldier, was-part of
tire Israeli team which ^woh .fee

j

—

*i

s»Hopean
TCTtih Champioiiships. The men’s
goup was wen by Avi Yakofcovitch
from Holon who beat last yearns
wgroerYossi Stmm m fire fatal
Eight players leave on Thursday

m
“ » — -tyii iw "UV4C W31UC5

coveting, local chairman Ronnie
Ashkenazi will be proposed to
become a member of the PteskBum
of the European Committee.
'ftekwando: 140 of the country’s

best taekwandoists, chosen from two
local champureships* were invited to
the capital on^Jerusalem Day for the
national charapicoshipk
Among fee 'men’s winners were

goran Ofeea (54kg}, Eyaf Sfremesh
(58kg), Tomer Almog (64ka)

Aviad®®
C76kp, Darnel Dmker (83krf> and
Ran Levitan (over 83kg).

lift fee women's category fee oot-
soudrng athletes woe Shirii Stem
(43kg), Nataly Qfhov (51kg),Anna
Fbncr (55kg), Tamar Golan (60kg),
Tamar- Mechlay (65kg),
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ENOUSH THEATER

MtfEdisQn (Don SIovin)is The PrisonerofSecond- -A^n^ and Lmda Smflestone is his wife Edna, in the

>i?
, vv QMnraumty Theaser production of Neil

Simon scomedy about a man whose world just about
'cwnesapan at the seam. Directed by Helen Eleasaii.
Tomght and tomorrow night at Yad Lebaram at &30.

Jerusalem PostStaff

Brody’s Hadassah Center Stage theater pre-

;
delightful Little Shop ofHorrors all about a

girt and an omnivorous plant that grows and
GROWS! Book and lyrics by Howard Ashman,
music byAlan (AAu&fin) Menken. Tonight and tomor-
row night at Jerusalem’s Mercaz Hamagshinum at 8.
(02-561-91651

Helen Kaye

Edna Mazia’s A Family Tale
,
about family skele-

tons, follows the fortunes ofa German Jewish family
fiom Hekfclbeig in the ’30s to Tel Aviv in the ’70s.
Fine performances from Sandra S*rMi and Elisheva
Nfichadi. Oft Ore Caroeri mainstage tonight at 8JO.
(Hebrew with simultaneous translation into English).

Addma Hoffman

JERRY MAGUIRE - Tom Cruise stars in

this bittersweet comedy about a fast-talking athletic

agent whose integrity gets him fired; as his unctuous
employer makes it painfully clear, there’s no room for

oM-fashiooed ideals like Jerry’s in die sneaker-and-

Tom Cruise stars in the bittersweet comedy
‘Jerry Maguire.’

soda-sponsored world of professional American
spore. So our hero is forced to go it almost alone, with
no friends but a single client, a second-rate NFL wide-
receiver (Cuba Gooding Jr.) and a shy, daydreamy
accountant (Renee Zellweger), who quits her job to

help Jerry. There’s something winning about director

Cameron Crowe’s softly, goofy approach. Instead of
imposing optimism cat the characters from above, he
lets theirown hopefulness and idealism bubble up and
cany die film. If anything, Crowe himself seems to

recognize a few dark truths about human nature that

the characters don’t, and he uses their slightly pie-in-

the-sky ideas and emotions as a source of gentle

humor. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental

guidance suggested.)

*** A SELF-MADE HERO - Jacques
Audiard’s film begins with the small, funny story of
a provincial French boy with a lively imagination,

and evolves gradually into a sharply pointed allego-

ry about memory, fantasy and the dubious legacy of
the Vichy government Not that the movie grows
somber and preachy as its historical implications

open oul Hardly. With real comic aplomb, Mathieu
Kassovitz plays a charming pathological liar, a

young man who leaves home on the eve of the

Liberation and creates for himself a fictional identi-

ty as a former hero of the Resistance. The movie
manages an unusual blend of caustic humor and
serious political commentary. (French dialogue,

English and Hebrew subtitles. Not recommended
for children.)
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
J Tirm taken, in by swindles

getting the police (10)

9 Page a member .about
nothingjust for show (4)

10A single male in prison
without money—such a
drag! (10) -

lilt’s she composes the
dissertation (6)

12 The indifferent dog expert
may be set right (7)

15 More inclined to fall in
behind (7)

16 Consumer of a tree’s
produce (5)

17 ffight time lor agitation (4)

18 Poles turn sanctimonious
when a cut’s made (4)

19 Interviews about five

hundred tip-top players (5)

21 Apt to change round in a
game (3-4)

22 Drink a military body finds
quite the best (7)

24 Put airm drainage channel
ebbing at a rate (6)

27 Fussy detail (10)
28 Yes, a conversion should be

simple (4)

29 Doesn’t forget to gather i

• a little reserve (10)

study

in

DOWN
2 Electrical units, that's

official (4)

3 Breaking down is rare in
the mountains (6)

4 Friendly note written in a
competent fashion (7)

5 The German lyric gave a
false impression (4)

6 Requiring new Izestle, he's
put in order (7)

7 Principles of
technique (10)

8 An indication of omission
upset the poor sap (10)

12A gamesman familiar with
kings and queens (4-6)

13 Conservative outfit get
into line (5,5)

14 A stand for peace of mind
before cash (5)

15 Divides tips aftertheyear’s
end (5)

19 Retired person supporting
public transport (7)

20A good time-keeper—in
daylight hours (7)

23 Summary about birds to be
read up (6)

25 The man engaged in
clerical duties (4)

26A company project (4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday’s Quick Solution

X Regions, G Spark,.?

SlfesSjB.A-i..
Poser, 29 Digit, Therapy.

DOWN: 1 Birid, * Cy,.3 Othello, 4
Sampan, S Since, fi AKwtdn, 7

Earbr,S2Spa.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Loftier (6)

4 Uncertainty (5)

g Cognisant (5)

9 Monk's haircut (7)

10 Hide (7)

11 Surplus (4)

12 Hostilities (3)

14 Entrance (4)

15 Dutch cheese (4)

18 Ocean (S)

21 Twelvemonth (4/

23 Bed-covering (7)

25 Stupid (7)

26 Likeness (5)

27 Step (5)

28 Repaired (6)

DOWN
1 Gruff (6)

2 Snatched a
glimpse (7)

3 Weather (8)

4Havedinner (4)

5 Normal (5)

6 International
agreement (6)

7 Scatter (5)

1$Member offamily
(8)

16 Gauche (7)

17 Despot (6)

19 Monastery (5)

20 Be present (6)

22 Similar (5)

24 Discover (4)

CHANNEL 1

630 News flash

&3t News in Arabic
&45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning

EDUCATIONALTV

MO Television and
the Presidency

&30 Art Workshop
ftOO Rearing
MO Health

9:45 For the very young
10:15 French
10:30 Mathematics
10:40 Literature

11:15 Sciences
11:30 Science and
Technology
1200 Geography
1230 Mover* '*

13:00 Plain i

1350 Cartoons
14:20 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
14&5 Quentin Quack
15L-0OZcmfc*

CHANNEL 1

15:00 Motormice from
Mars
1&55

!

16.-00 ITS <

16325 Yetadudes
16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Shaks-up
18:15 News in Engflsh

ARABIC
PRCX3RAMS
IMOApropo
19rt)0 News

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
1930 News Sash
19-31 Muppets Tonight

akOONews
20^0 Lotto draw
21.-00 PhBiarmonic in

ihe Park - Lwe broad-

cast from Hayartoon

Park of the Israel

PhffTaimonc conduct-

ed by Rafi Kadehron.
W8h David Braza.
NuritGalron,

Shoshana Daman and
more.
23:00 Dream On
23:30 News
OOrtO Daily Verse

CHANNEL 2

6:15Toda/s
Programs
MOAiaddn
7$0 Coffee with TeWd
9:00 Ruby
1(h00 Picket Fences
llrt» Bakersfield PD
11^0 Nurses

12^X1 The Legend of

Prince Vafiart

13dJ0 Kate andA8e
13^0 Zombit
14d)0Degrassi Junior

wgh
14^0 Junior News
15KX) Aiadrin

1&00 The Bold and
the Boauttfui

17^)0Newsi
with Rafi

17:30 Everything’s

Open
18.-00 Thirtysomething
IftOOHailzufm
19:20 The Price is

Right -with AidAvni
20.-00 News
20^0 RametAviv
Gimmei
21:15 Fact - wfth ftana

Dayan
22riWGov
23.-15 The X-
(XkOONews
0<h05X-Ftes-contd
00:18 NUit Meeting

with Kon Meidan
1:00 One of HerOwn
-TV movie about a
poicewoman raped by
alelow officer

235 The American
Cinema -documen-

19:00 News in French
1M0 News headlines

IMS Coach
2QH» TBt

2M0 Encounter

21:10 Nature o('

22:00 News ill

22^0 West Beach
23:15 Drug Wars

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 TV Shop
14^0 700 Cub

15.

-00 Gerbert

15^0 Dennis the

Menace

16.

-00 Larry King

17.

-00 Famly

iKSBamaby Jones

MOVE
CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Sweet
Temptation (1995) (tpt)

13.-05 Seeing Sfciis

1355 Wishna Tree

17:45 Beakman’s
World

18:10 Perfect

1M5 Saved by the Befl

19rfM Showbiz
19:30 World News
To

2(h50 ...And Justice
for All (1979) -

Norman Jewison's
satire about a lawyer
(At Pacino) who sn-
gte-hanctedy fights tfre

red tape and corrup-
tion of the American

23.-00 <

23*0 The 700 Club
OOrtO Quantum
Shopping

CABLE

nrv 3 (33)

16.-00 Cartoons
1630 Discussion in

Arabic
17:00 Man and Nature
18:00 To Whom It

May Concern
19rfX) News in Arabic

19*30 Video Clips
20:00 News
20:45 Rumpole of the
Bafley

21:40 Showcase
22:15 Cinema 3
23.-15 Churchfl- pat 4

ETV 2 (23)

15^0 All Together
Now
16.-00 Mathematics in

Daiy Life

17:30 Explore

18:00 FamflyAbum
1B:30 B&tz on
Cartoons
19:00 Tastes -cook-
ing and nutrition

19:30 Fandy
Connections
20dX) A New Evening
2te30 Dies Moi Tout
21M Star Trek: Deep
Space 9
21:45 Four By Ahrin

Aley
23:15 Auction

I FAMILYCHANNEL

1!

poetic portrait by
TennisAbidadza of

fiteriasmafl

Georgian viage
15^0 Blessed
Assurance (1995)-a
Korean War veteran is

determined to suc-

ceed, even at the price

of betraying his

fiancde and sel&tg Be-
gal bonds
17KJ0 New in the

Cinema
17:10 The Playboys
19HJ0 Final Exams
(Hebrew, 1983) -
drama about two Wgh-
schooi studentswho
decide they are old

enough tor sex.

20:25 No One Would
Tel (1996) (rpt)

22:00 American
Samurai (1992) -a
Japanese samurai
gives his sword to his

adopted American son
when his own son
tuns into a blood-
thirsty mobstee With
Michael DucStoff
23.-30 Naked in New
York (1994) -a par of

z 3 4 • 6 8

Newsflash
Mtmpeto The Bottle A Healthy

Tonight Body I

News News Sunset
Beach

Areraaniaes Future

No One
Would Tell

Married Quest

Ramat Aviv
Gimmel

with
Children Nature on

Track

Lotto draw Beverly
USDs 90210

Roseanne
FN(harmonic

In the Pane

Fact -with The Cosby
BahtOn
Eight with

Dana Dayan Show Yad Dan

Suddenly
Susan Different Martin

World Gardner;

Gov Night
The Single
Guy

American Complaints
of a Dutiful

The Magic

Samurai Mathematics
Daughter

Love Story
with Yossi
Siyas Human

Dream On Seinfeld

mmmm

Nature

iOn the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:00 Holy Koran
15:35 Soccer- Chie
vs. Ecuador
17rao Square One
17^0 Atoum Show
18:10 French prcgrans

(3)

7rfM Good Evening
wfth Guy Pines (rpt)

7:30 Love Story wfth

Yossi Siyas (rpt)

ScOO Dallas (rpt)

9:00 One Life to Live
9-.45 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

1(k30 Days ofOur
Lives (rpt)

11:15 Zingara (rpt)

12d» Bamaby Jones
12*5 The Streets of

San Francisco
13:40 Wings
14*W Dates (rpt)

14^0 Days of Our
Lives

15^5 The Nanny
1&00 Hercules (tpt)

16:45 Zingara

17^0 Good Evening
with Guy Pines
19D0 Local Broadcast
18:30 One Ue to Uve
19:15 The Young and
the Restless
2040 Sunset Beach
2050 Beverly L®s
90210
21^0 Suddenly
Susan
22ri)5 The Stofife Guy
22^30 Love Story with

Yossi Swas
23:00 Seinfeld- first

season
2325 Babylon 5-
OOrtS The Streets of

San FrandsoQ

try to keep their tong-
distanca romance
going between New
Yoik and Boston. Wih
Eric Stottz, Kathleen
Turnerand Whoopi
Goldberg.
1:00 Mwder in the
Rrst (1995) -tree
story of an Alcatraz
prisoner caught trying

to escape, wsh Kevin
Bacon, Christian

Stater and Gary
Oldman

CMLDFEN(6)

6:30 Cartoons
9rfM LSghty Max
9-J0 Wating tor

Summer
9:35 Pink Panther
Show
lOriM Where on Earth

to Carmen SondegO?
10*^0 Ocean Girl

ll.-oo CaMomia
Dreams
11^5 Fun on Six

12:15 Cfuquititas

13:00 Make Befieve
Closet

13:10 Shark/ and
George
1335 Tazmarva
14.-00 The Little bits

1430 Mighty Max
1530 Pink Panther
15:15 Where on Earth

is Carmen SarxSegd?
15:40 Party of Five
i630Moesha
1730 Cream wfth

Michal Yanai (red)

17:45 Chlquftrtas

18:30 Surprise

Garden
1930 The Story Teter
19:30 The Bottle

20:00 Animaniacs
. 20:15 Married with

Chfldren

20:40 Roseanne
2135The Cosby
Show
21:35 Different World

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Compfamts ri a
Dutiful Daughter
(1994) - documentary
by Deborah Hoffman
tracing her mothers
deterioration due to

Alzheimer's riseese
2230 Johnny Suede
( 1 991)- surreal come-
dy about an aimiess
adotescent (Brad Pit)
who risccvers a pur-

pose in Bte when a
prir of suede shoes
falls on his head.

CHANNELS

630 Open University

830 Wbrid on a Plate
630 Travelogue (rpt)

9:00 Big Qty Metro:

Seoul (rpt)

930 Ernst Krenek-
music
1030 Alfred Kraus
presents the i

Werther by Jufi

Massenet
1130 Monserrat

Cabafle - Be story of
the famous soprano
1230 Beyond 2000
1230A Healthy Body
1330 Future Quest:
Planet Patrol (rpt)

1430 Nature on Track
(rpf)

1430 Beyond 2000
1530 Galapagos,
Beyond Darwin
16:15 Human Nature
1730 Open University
- Bela Bartok;

Interactions in

Science: Principles of

Accounting
1935 Beyond 2000
1930 A Healthy Body
2030 Future Quest

11: Transportpart 11:

Control

2030 Nature on
Track. Pan 11

2130 Eight On Eight

with YaeTDan;
Architecture and
housing
21:45 Marfri Gardner,
The Magic of

Mathematics
2245 Human Nature
2330 Open University

-Oil; US Presidents

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Travel Xpress
630The Ticket

730 VIP
730 NBC NSgtnty

News
830 MSNBC News
wfth Brian WHams
930 Today
10:00 European
Squawk Box
1130 European
MoneyWheel
1530 CNBC Squawk
Bra (US)
1730 Dream House
1730 Company of

Animals
1830 The Site

1930 National

Geographic Television:

Save the Panda
2030 The Tries!

2030 VIP
2130 Dateline
2230 MajorLeague
BasebaBnic

~

2330The

1

Show with,

0030 Late Night with

Conan O'Brien
130 Later
130 NBC Nightly

2:00 Tonight Show
330 Wemight

STAR PLUS

630 to Five
730 Yan Can Cook
730 Gl Joe
830 Eek! the Cat

MOVIES

830 Oprah Winfrey
930 The X-Fles
1030 Santa Barbara
1130 The BoM and
the Beautiful

1230 Hinri shows
1330 Lost in Space
1430 Dougie Howser
MD
15:00 Charles in

Charge
1530 Yan Can Cook
1630 hfcxfi programs
1830 Star News
1930 Some Mothers
Do'AveEm
1930 Space: Above
and Beyond
2030 The Bold and
the Beautiful

2130 Santa Baibara
2230 Star News
2230 Baywatch
2330 Dynasty
00:30 Vegas
130 Oprah Winfrey
2:30 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodes in Motion
16:00 Bodes in

Motion
1630 NBA finals,

game 7 (H necessary)

1730 Soccer Cupa
America-Colombia
vs- Costa Rica
1930 Soccer Cupa
America- Brad vs.

Mexico
2030 Wresting
2130 South American
Soccer Magazine
2230 Soccer Cupa
America -Brazil vs.

Mexico
2330 Soccer: Cupa
America - Colombia
vs. Costa Rica

EUROSPORT

930Speedworid

930 Soocer Biack
Label Cup
11 30 Motor Raring
1230 GoB: This S
PGA Tour
13:00 SponlnrSa
13:30 Super League

15:30 Watersports
Wbrid
16:30 Soccer Wbrfcj
Cup Hafl of Fame
17:00 Rugby: Test
Match -New Zealand
vs.Fi
i{

Asian l

Thailand

1930 Asian Soocer
20:30 Auto Racing
21:30 Sports UnfirrSsr

23:30 Encfer

1130 Soccer Vtorid

Youth Championship.
Malaysia
1330 Touring Car
14:00 Eurogocds
1530 Soocer. Wbrid
Ybuth Championship,
Malaysia

iS^mteATP
Tour, Netherlands
10:30 Cycfing: Tour of

Switzerland

2030 4x4 Off-road.

Iceland

20:30 Ftmsports
2130 Boxing
2330 Soccer World
Youth Championship.

French Cup
Roland Garros

Tour of

Switzerland

STAR SPORTS

6:00 Auto: Formula 1

World Championship.

Canarian Grand Pnx
6:00 Sports Magazine
930 Soocer World
Cup Hal of Fame

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
7:30 Window on
Europe
830 Newsdesk
9:30 Hard Tah (rpt)

10:30 Window on
Europe (rpt)

11:30 Top Gear (ipt)

1230 Hard Talt (ipQ

13:30 Tomorrow's
Wbrid (rpt)

1430 Newsdesk
15:30 Window on
Euope (rpt)

16:15 Worid Business
Report

1630 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
17:30 Hofiday (rpt)

1830 Hard Tak
1930 Fim "97 (rpt)

20:00 The Wbrid
Today
21:30 Hard Tak (rpt)

22:30 Britain In View
23:30 BiASng S#Tts
0030 Newsdesk
1:00 AsiaToday
2:10Newsnight

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughoutthe
day
6:30 World Report
7:30 Insight

8:30 Moneyfine (rpt)

9:30 Wbrficf Sport

10:30 ShowbizToday
1130 CNN Newsroom
1230 World Report

13:30 American
Edtion
13*5 Q8A (rpf)

1430 Asian News
1430 Wbrid Sport

15:15 Asian News
1530 Business Asia
1630 Larry King Live

1730 Wbrid Sport
18:30 Computer
Connection
19:30 Q&A
20:45 American
Edtion
2130 World Business
22:00 Larry King Live

23:00 European News
23:30 Insight

0030 Wbrid Business
Today Upctee

0030 Wbrid Sport
130 Worid View
230 Moneyline

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning
Concert
935 Claude
Lejeune: Chansons
and pieces for lute

solo; Haydn:
Symphony no 51

(L’estro Armonioo);
Mozart: Requiem
(Les Arts

Rorissants);
Schubert: Piano trio

in S flat D898:
Shostakovich; 6
Romances to texts

by Japanese poets
(Levinsky/Goteborg
SO/Jan/

i)

12:00 Light
Classical- Spanish
Fiesta

13:00 Artist of the
Week - conductor
Ferenc Fricsay.

KodaJy: Psalmus
Hungaricus for

tenor, choir and
orch op 13; Bartok:

Suite for orchestra;
Smetana: Vltava
tram From My Life

14:06 Foto music

-

American Dream
15:00 From the
Recording Studio -
Jesus Ecneverria de
Miguel (clarinet).

Inbal Alexandron
(piano). Horowitz:
Sonata for clarinet

and piano;
Penderecki: 3
Miniatures; Malcolm
Arnold: Sonatina;
Martinu: Sonatina
for clarinet and

>; Bernstein:

.

ata; J. de
Migueb Movement
fordarinet solo
16:00 My Concert,
with Ezra Dagan
18:00 New CDs -
Monteverdi: Seven
Madrigals from fifth

book; Benda:
Sonata in E minor
for flute, cello and
harpsichord;
Schubert: Songs;
Rimsky-Korsakov:
Piano trio in C
minor
20:05 From Our
Concert Halls - five

broadcast from
Henry Crown
Auditorium,
Jerusalem. Israel

Camerata
Jerusalem

-

Instrumental and
VocaJ, cond. Avner
Biron. with soloists
and Currende Choir
(Belgium). Bach; St.

John Passion
22:00 A Musical
Journey

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Something Wild
5 • Sleepers 7 • The Last Temptation
of Christ 9:45 • Rockcinema: The
Doors 830 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall
(Malhajtr 6788448 Liar Liar 5, 7:15.
9:45 > The Saint-Wedding Bell Blues
5. 7:15. 9:45 - Drtve»The Chamber S.

7:15. 9:45 - Blood and Wine 7:15,
9:45 • Marco Polo 5 • Head Above
Water 7:15, 9:45 • Space Jam 5 •

Beavis and Butt-head 5, 7:15, 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER Box of
Moonlight 7, 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7 *
6792799 Credit Card Reservations »
6794477 Rav-Mecher Building, 19
Ha’oman St.. Ihlpiot Con Air 5. 7:30,

9:45 • Donnie BrascoeoUetro
«>Ghosts of the Past 5. 7:15, 9:45 -

Absolute Power 5, 7:15, 9:45 - The
English Patient 6:15. 930 • 101
Dalmatians 5, 7:30. 9:45
MEVASSERET ilON G.6. GIL »
5700868 ShtnewThe Chamber 4:45,
7:15. 10 SMADAR » 5618166 SDng
Blade 7:15, 10
TEL AVIV _DIZENGOFF * 5101370 Head
Above Wat*r«Koiya«Blood and
Wine 11 a.m.. 1. 3. 5. 7:45. 10 GAT
Hamlet 4, 830 GORDON The People
vs Larry Flynt 530. 7:45. 10 G.G.
HOD 1-4 V 5226226 Hod Passage,
101 Dizengoif St Beavis and Butt-

head 5. 730. 10 - Marco Polo 5. 7:30.

10 RallewTha Chamber 5, 730, 10 -

Space JaifpoLhtr Liar i LEV The
English Patient 11 ajn., 1:45, 5, 6:30,

930 • Shine 11 a-m., 2, 8, 10- Secrets
and Lies 11:15 a.Ri„ 2. 4:30, 7:15. 10 -

A Self-Made Hero 4, 6, 10 - The
Prisoner of the Mountains 11:30 a.m..

4:30, 8 - Beautiful Thing 1 G.G.
PE’ER Liar Liar«FUdlcule«wedding
Bell Blues 5. 730, 10 • Vertigo 4:45.

7:15, 10 - The Chamber 730, 10 •

Marco Polo 5 RAV-CHEN * 5282288
Dlzengoff Center Con Air 230, 5. 730.
9:45 • Absolute Power 2:30, 5, 730,
9:45 • 101 Dalmatians 230. 5, 730 •

Maximum Rbk 2:30, 5, 7:30. 9:45
Metre 2:30, 5, 7:15. 9:45 - Jerry
Maguire 2. 4:30. 7:15. 9:45 RAV-OH
1-5 v 5102674 Opera House
EveryoneBan I Love You-eGnosts of

the Past 5, 730. 9:45 • Donnie Brasco

5, 7:15. 9:45 « Sfino Balde 4:30. 7:15.

9:45 . Crash 5, 730, 9:45 G.Q. TEL
AVIV * 5281181 65 Plnsker St Uar
Liar-The Satrrt«Ortve 5. 7:30. 10
TEL AVIV MUSEUM When the
Cars Away 5, 8, io

CINEMA CAFt AMAMI v 8326756
secrets end Lies 7 - Empire of the
Senses 930 • Breaking ihe Waves

9:30 GLOBECITY *8569900
Wedding Bell BIues<»Uar
LlarooBeavls and Butt-head 4:45.
7:15, 9:45 - The Saint 4:45. 7:15, 9:45
• The Chamber 4:45, 7:15. 9:45
MORIAH >6643654 Shine 7. 930
ORLY * 8381868 The English
Patient 6, 9:15 PANORAMA Liar
Uar 4:30, 7, 930 • Head Above water
7, 930 • Space Jam 430 • Kolya 4:30.
7, 9:30 FLAV-GAT 1-2 » 8874311 Con
AirooAbsoiute Power 4:30. 7. 9:15
RAV-MOR 1-7 * 8416898 Donnie
BrascotoCon Air ^Absolute Power
430, 7, 930 - Metro 430. 7. 9:30 -

Ghosts of the Past 9:30 -The English
Patient 6, 9:15 - 101 Daunatlms 4^5.
7, 9:15 - Maximum Risk 5. 7 RAV-OR
1-3 V 8248553 Donnie Brasco 4:30.

7, 9:30 • Metro^Ghosts of the Past
4:30. 7. 0:15
afUlA
RAV CHEN a 6424047 Con Atr»Uar
Uar 7, 9:30 - The English Patient
6:15. 9:15
arAd
STAR «9950904 Absolute
PowerooDrtve 7:15. 9:45 * Kolya 7:15.

9:45
ASHOOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 The
Salnt<»Dr1ve 5, 7:30, 10
Rldlcufe»Mareo Polo 5, 730. 70 >

the waves 6:30. 9:30 G.G.
It *711223 The Chamber-Uar Liar

5, 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN *8661120
Con Alr»Metro 5, 7:30, 10 * Ghosts of

the PasiooDonnle Brasco®Absolute
Power 5. 7:15, 9:45 * The English
Patient 6:15. 9:15
ASHKELOh
G.G. GIL * 729977 Liar
Uar«Drlve«*.The Chamber 5, 7:30. 10
- The Saint-Marco Polo 5, 730. 10
RAV CHEN Absolute Power 5. 7:15.
9:45 - Jerry Maguire 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
- Con Air-Metro 5. 7:30. 10 - The
English Patient 8:15. 9:15
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN The English Patient
6:30. 9:30 • Con Alr»Absoiuie
Power 5. 7:15. 9:45 - Uar Liar 5.
730. 9:45 • Metro 7:15, 9:45 - Two
Days in the Valley 9:45 - 101
Dalmatians 5, 730 • Ghosts of the

beIrsh^a
45 ’ Sp8C# Jfcn 5

G.G. GIL *6440771 Drive 7:30, 10 •

The Chamber*shine 5, 730. io -
Breaking the Waves 6:30, 9:30 •

Mvco Polo 5 -SomeJam 4:45 G.G.
ORI *6103111 Uar Uar«the Saint 5,
7:30. 10 • Wedding Bell
Blues-oBaavIs and Butt-bead 5. 7:30
10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *6235278 Con'
** 5- 7*0. ft45 - Absotuta Power
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 • The English Pattest

6:30, 9^0 • Donnie Brasco 5, 7:15,
9:45
EILAT
GIL Beavis and Butt-head»Head
Above waterwLiar Liar 7^0, 10
HADERA
LEV Uar Uar 7:30, 10 - The English
Patient 6:30, 9^30 • Con Air 7:45. 10 -

Absoluts Power 7:30, 10
HERZLIYA
COLONY vfi902G68 Donnie
BrascowE
5:1

Patient
Liar Uar 7:30. 10 - Absolute Power
7JO. 10 • Con Air 7:30. 10
ho5 hasharon
GIL Liar Llar«>The Chamber-oCon
Air 5. 7:30, 10 > The English Patient
6:30, 9^0 - Space Jam 4:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA The English Patient 6:15,
9:15 • Con Alr«Absolute Power 7,

9.30 KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Liar Liar-Con
Air-Wedding Ball Blues-Beavls
and Butt-head 5, 7:30, 10 •

Absolute Power 5, 7:30. 10 - Space
Jam 4:45 - The English Patient
6:30. 9:30
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL Macro-Drive 7:15, 9:45 •

Beavis and Butt-head 7:15, 9:45 -

Space Jam 7:15 • Blood and Wine
7:15. 9:45 • Head Above Water 7:15.
9:45 Marco Polo 7:15 • The Saint
7:15. 9:45 • Maximum Risk 7:15,
9:45 • The Chamber 6:45 - Shine
9:45 • Liar Uar 7:15, 9:45
LOD
STAR *9246823
Power-Drive 7:30. 10
Risk 7:30. 10
nahariYa
HEICHAL HATARBUT Absolute
Power 7, 9:15
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Marco Polo-Shine—Liar
Liar 4:30, 7:30, 10 - Absolute
Power-Drive -Con Air 4:30, 7:30. i0
;Tha English Patient 6:30, 9:30
NESS ZTONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 v 404729 Uar
Liar-The Chamber 5. 7:30. 10 •

Beavis and Butt-head-Weddlng Bell
Blues 5. 7:30, 10
NETAriYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Liar
Uar-Weddlng Bell Blues-Beavis
and Butt-head 5, 7-JO. 10 - Vertigo
4:45. 7:15. 10 - The Chamber 7:30, 10
* Marco Polo 5 RAV CHEN *
8618570 Con Air 5. 7:30, 9:45 •

Absolute Power 5, 7:15, 9:45 •

Donnie Brasco 5, 7:15. 9:45 • The
English Patient 6:30, 9:30
ORAKIVA

Absolute
Maximum

RAV CHEN * 6262758 Con Ak-Uar
Liar-Absolute Power 7, 9:30
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Secrets and Lles-LJar
Liar-Shine 5, 7:30, 10 - Breaking
the Waves 6:30. 9:30 • Space Jam

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Con Air 5, 7:30,
10 • Absolute Power-Tha Saint 5.
7:30, 10 - Liar Liar G.G. RAM 1-
3 * 9340818 Marco
Polo-Ridicule -Marvin's Room
7:30 SIRKIN The English Patient
6:30. 9:30 • Space Jam 4:45 -

Wedding Bell Blues -Liar Liar 5.
7:30, 10 • Beavis and Butt-head —
Donnie Brasco - The Chamber 5,
7:30. 10
ra’Anana
PARK Donnie Brasco 5, 7:30, 10 •

Con Air 5. 7:30, 10 - Absolute
Power 5, 7:30, 10 • Liar Liar 5, 7:30,
ip.The English Patient 8:30, 8:30
ramat Gan
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 Absolute
Power 5. 7:15, 9:45 - The English
Patient 6:15, 9:30 > Ghosts ofthe
Past 9:45 - Donnie Brasco 5, 7:i5,
9:45 Beavis and Butt-head 5, 7:30 -

Space Jam • Homeward Bound
ll-Liar Uar RAV-OASIS 1-3 »
6730687 Con Air-Liar Liar 5, 7:30,
9:45 • Metro 5. 7:30, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON

CHEN Sling Blade 7, 9:45 • A Slat
Made Hero 7:30, 9:45 • Crash 10 •

Marco Polo 5:45 -Head Above Water
7:30. 9:45 RAV MOR Absoluts
Power-Ghosts of tlw Past 5. 7:15,
9:45 • The English Patient 6:15, 9:15 *

Con Air 5. 730, 9:45 • Donnie Brasco
5, 7:15. 9:45 - Uar LiarS. 730, 9:45
rilSHdN LEZION *

GAL 1-5 » 9619669 Shlne-The
Chamber 7:30. 10 • Secrets and Lies
7:15, 10 GIL i-3 The Chamber 730,
10 - Space Jam 5 - Uar Liar 5, 730,
10 - The Saint 5, 7:30, 10 HAZAHAV
Con Air-Wedding Ball Shies 5. 730,
10 • Liar Uar-Beavis end Butt-head
5. 7:30, 10 - Absolute Power 5. 7-an
10 RAV CHEN Con Air 5. 730, 9:45 •

The English Patient 6:30, 9:30 -

Absolute Power 5, 7:15, 9:45 • Donnie
Brasco 5, 7:15, 9:45 STAR Drive
730, 10 Maximum Risk 7:45, io •

Crash 7:45, 10 • Marco Polo 730. 10

RAV CHEN Con Air 5, 730 9'45 -

Donnie Brasco 5, 7:15, 9:45-. 'The

gsrs.^^ 9*0-"^
Atitfines era p.m. unless otherwise
indicated.
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Protest not chilcft play

Children of Lapid, one of the “seven stars.'* communities being built along the Green Line,
protest in front of the Prime Minister's Office yesterday, claiming that the school building
being completed for them is not big enough. (Te*c Dan Irenberg; Phota Ariel JeRnoliniski)

Women to get free health scans
JUDY SIEGEL

Next month, all four public

health funds will start inviting

women between the ages of 50
and 74 for a mammography. The
screening program is being carried

out on the instructions of the

Health Ministry.

The National Health Insurance

Law requires all the health funds

to cany out Free mammograms for

the early detection of breast can-

cer among women in this higher-

risk group. Although die law went
into effect two-and-a-half years

ago, the health authorities are only
implementing it now, as the insur-

ers had claimed they weren’t pre-

pared for the mass screening.

Until now, over half a million

women of all ages have undergone
mammograms, but most did so
after being referred by a physician

or noting a suspicious lump. Now
the health funds must send a per-

sonal letter to women 50-74.

The health funds estimate that

60 percent to 70% of women
receiving an invitation will go for

a breast scan.

The health funds, who want to

The Jerusalem Post Havel Club and
GCOGRRPHKRl TOUR! -MOT HRHIKRR

offer you for your next holiday

INTO INDIA
20 DAYS

Explore with us the mixture

of colors, sights, sounds and
smells of the Indian Sub
Continent. South India:

Mahabalipuram, Madurai,

Cochin: The Jews, The
Coconuts Lagoons,
Hajastan, Delhi, Agra
and the Ta/ Mahal,
Kahjuraho, Meanest

5
Fabulous

SICILY

Destinations

9 DAYS
The ancient Greeks as

i

well as the Romans, The
Carthaginians and more
had inhabited this largest

island in the
Mediterranean, and left

their remains. Old cities,

Active Volcano,
Beautiful Beaches...

We shall visit everywhere

DCP. 11.11.97 DCP. 2.11.97

/H€R€CC€

CCNY/i

DAYS
East Africa has the world's

largest concentration of

wildlife. We choose some
of the best national parks

like: Sambum, Mount
Kenya, Nakuru, and Masai

Mara to make this an
unforgettable African Safari

[

13 DAYS
Follow the great former

centers Of The Jewish

communities. Casa Blanca,

Rabat, Fes, The Atlas

Mountains, The Sahara

Desestt and magical

Marrakech

DEP. 0.9.97

IS DAYS
From the famous towns

and historical sights along
the Mediterranean and

Lydan shores, travel inland

tottieAnatoiean Plateau:

PammukaJe, Konya,
Kapadocia, Ankara, The

Phontos Mountains

and Istanbul

DCP. 15.9.97 DCP. 2.9.97

Ail tours are led by the leading guides ofthe Geographical Society - Neot Hakikar.

These tours are of serious intellectual calibre, and provide real contact

with the local environment

Tuesday, June 17, 1997 The Jerusalem Post

Inquiry: Censure

commanders

\<VFATHbR__

ByAREH OmUYAH and Win

The report of the fourth official

inquiry into the deaths of two air-

men in a night-time training acci-

dent five years ago may finally put

an end to a five-year push by die

bereaved families to see those

responsible punished.

But the 146-page report, which
was presented to the families of Gil

Tzuriano and Assaf Rosenberg,

could not unequivocally say what
caused the helicopter cable to snap
and send them falling to their deaths.

It did find that the flight techni-

cian, Master-SgL M, should face

disciplinary charges or a com mar-

tial. It also said that the commander
of the air force rescue unit at the

time, Lt-Col. A, and the helicopter

squadron commander, Col. S, be

given an administrative reprimand.

Ll-CoI. A acted in contravention

of regulations by holding a rescue

training exercise without the safe-

guards appropriate to the level of

difficulty, the inquiry found. The
exercise was the first of its kind and

the trainees were inexperienced —

but tbey did not receive proper

briefing, said the report

Similarly, it found that Col. S
violated procedure by failing to

run through the exercise first dur-

ing the day.

The board of inquiry, appointed by
Chief of General Staff Lt.-Gen.

Airmen Lipkin-Shahak, was headed
by Dr. Eliyahu Vinograd, a civilian,

and included Maj.-Gen. (res.) Rafael

Vardi and Brig.-Gen. (res..) Nehemia
Dagan. Since December, the inquiry

interviewed over 70 witnesses.

After the accident, the pilot of

the CH-53 landed, but did not

leave the craft, according to regu-

lations. However, he also did not

instruct his navigator to go to the

aid of tire victims. This was a

“total mistake” in judgment on his

part, the inquiry determined.

The inquiry said the two medics

aboard the helicopter should also

have been sent out to aid Tzuriano

and Rosenberg, but no one

ordered them to do so.

The families had accused former

OC Air Force Maj.-Gen. (res.) Hera]

Bodinger of whitewashing previous

investigations into the incident- But

the inquiry found that Bodinger

acted in good faith and that all the

actions he took, including calling off

a military police inquiry, derived

from an attempt to find out die exact

cause of the accident.

Nonetheless, the Vinograd

Commission also determined drat

the air force had shown “a certain

degree of insensitivity" in its reluc-

tance to disclose information about

the accident to the bereaved families.

Bereaved mother calls

report a ‘whitewash’
By BATSHEVA TSUR

“My feeling is that they

wanted to finish off the white-

washing nicely," Haya
Nussbaum, the mother of Assaf

Rosenberg, said, apparently

disappointed that former OC
air force Heral Bodinger had

not been reprimanded-

She was speaking after the

parents, accompanied by attor-

ney Eliad Shraga, met with

Chief of General Staff LL-Gen.
Amnon Lipkin-Shahak.
“We had our blood sucked

for five years,” Nussbaum said,

adding that Shahak admitted

that, if a more thorough inves-

tigation had been conducted at

the time of the accident, the

long drawn-out process could

have been prevented.

Leah Tzuriano described the

report’s conclusions as “low-

keyed and light-weight” in view

of the gravity of the incidenL

Shraga. however, after study-

ing the report, said that it had

left them “with mixed feel-

ings... It was a grave report

which accepted most of the

parents* complaints with regard

to the circumstances of the

accident, the officers' behavior,

and the attitude of the IDF and

the air force toward the

bereaved parents. They decid-

ed to take action against four of

the people involved, but they

didn't go all the way."

He said that the families plan

to decide whether further

action should be taken.

Forecast Clear.

No change in temperatures.
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Winning cards

BACKGROUND

In yesterday's daily Chance
drawings, the winning cards were

the jack of spades, 7 of hearts. 10

of diamonds, and 8 of clubs, and
the 8 of spades, S of hearts, king of

diamonds, and 10 of clubs.

A precedent-setting inquiry
By ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

receive special allocations to

implement the program, each say

it will cost them between NIS 3
million and NIS 5 million a year.

The Health Ministry says die ser-

vice should be included in the bas-

ket of health services covered by
the insurers.

Women under 50 who have a

family history of breast cancer

should ask their doctor for a

referral, though there is a possi-

bility that doctors will be asked
to search their records for such

patients, and send them letters

as well.

The IDF last year agreed to allow an external com-
mission of inquiry to investigate previous inquiries into

the 1 992 training’accident, as well as the accident itself.

The commission, which was the first external com-
mission to investigate a military accident, was agreed

upon by the IDFand the bereave! parents following die

parents' petition to the High Court of Justice.

Airmen Gil Tzuriano and Assaf Rosenberg fell to

their deaths when their air force rescue helicopter's

cable snapped during a drill. After two military boards

of inquiry reached conflicting conclusions about the

accident's causes, the parents demanded the establish-

ment of an external commission.

In an unprecedented move, the IDF agreed.

However, it wanted the commission’s mandate
restricted to the causes of the accident, while the fam-

ilies also wanted the committee to look into possible

wrongdoing during the inquiry process itself.

For'instance, the families said, it is highly suspi-

cious that then-OC Air Force Heral Bodinger set up
a second inquiry committee - whose findings com-
pletely contradicted those of the first - immediately

after the High Court issued a show-cause order on
the families' earlier petition against the IDF's

refusal to prosecute various military personnel. The
contradictoiy findings were the main reason no one
was prosecuted.

Following court-ordered negotiations on the subject,

the DDF agreed that the commission be authorized to

examine any aspect of the accident or subsequent
investigation that it deems necessary. In exchange, die

parents agreed to withdraw a complaint they had filed

with the police against Bodinger, and to accept the

committee's conclusions as final.

MKs
star-gaze

at Knesset
By UAT COLLINS

Sinead O’Connor cancels concert
ail wohlgelernter

Rock singer Sinead O’Connor
has canceled her concert that had
been scheduled for Saturday night

at Jerusalem's Sultan's Pool, either

because of death threats received

here - as the singer and the con-

cert's organizers maintain — or
because of what Mayor Ehud
Olmert said was poor ticket sales.

“Once I was made aware that a

threat had been issued, I immedi-
ately Hast Monday, June 9] can-

celed my appearance," the singer

said in a statement “I am the moth-
er of two young children: I will not

do anything drat could jeopardize

their future, my own safety and the

safety of the musicians and crew
that work with me."
The concert was planned as the

climax to five days of political and
cultural events sponsored by left-

wing groups of Israeli and
Palestinian women, under the title:

“Sharing Jerusalem: Two Capitals

for Two Slates.”

It was unclear yesterday when
O'Connor had actually canceled

the concert Despite her statement

that she canceled it on June 9, the

statement was not faxed to Israel

until Friday, and concert organizers

said they were not informed of the

decision until Sunday night
“The Irish ambassador here tried

to calm her down." said Daphne
Golan, director of Bat Shalom, the

Israeli women's group. “He talked

to her agent in England and tried to

tell him that everything was under
control. We only received the press

release yesterday. Her agent here

said he talked to her since then

[June 9J and it was only Sunday
that she actually canceled iL This
whole story is very strange."

The debate over why she canceled

was fueled by Olmert yesterday

morning in a radio interview, in

which he called the festival a "provo-

cation" and ''anti-Israel propaganda."

Olmert maintained that it was
poor tickeL sales thaL forced the

concert’s cancellation.

“It appears the people of Israel

are smarter and more responsi-

ble," he said. “They simply didn't

buy tickets."
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But one of the publicity people
involved with the concert said that

the concert was "pre-paid,” mean-
ing that the sponsoring groups had
pledged to cover all costs no matter
how many tickets were sold.

Concert organizers, moreover, said

that between 2,000 and 3,000 tick-

ets had been sold, even though ads

promoting the concert only began
appearing on Friday.

“On Sunday we were swamped
with calls,” sard Gina Benevento,

associate producer of the week’s
events. “Almost all of the tickets [dot
were sold] were sold that day, so it was
a really good day and it was building
This is a rock concert, and many peo-
ple buy tickets the last week."

Olmert’s spokesman Haggai
Elias said the group had lied to the

city over the nature of the event,
and had reneged on a signed
agreement that the event would
not be political in nature.

“Even then, the mayor decided
not to cancel it, because he knows
that the moment he cancels it,

tomorrow in [New York's] Central
Park there will be a big event with
100,000 people saying that in
Jerusalem they canceled a concert.”

Benevento said nothing was mis-
represented by the organizers. “The
slogan ‘Sharing Jerusalem: Two
Capitals for Two States’ is pretty
clear what we are about,” she said.

Even the astrologers invited to a

discussion by the Knesset Science

and Technology Committee enti-

tled: “Astrology - a proven sci-

ence?” did not predict the depths of
emotions the'topic would raise.

The discussion was chaired by
Dalia Itzik (Labor) and held at the

initiative of Av» Yebezkel (Labor)

who recently raised the subject in

a parliamentary query to the

Science Ministry.

Astrologer Dan Pecker, who
arrived late, having apparently

foiled to foresee the traffic jams,

said that top politicians, including

the prime minister, ask for astro-

logical predictions.

Yehezkel said that half the coun-
try reads newspaper horoscopes
and many also “read” coffee

grinds. "Some of my best friends

are among them,” he said.

He added that the Science
Ministry had answered his question
by informing him that astrology is

not a science.

The discussion soon deteriorated
into an argument among the

astrologers themselves and -

between them and the MKs and
scientists presenL

Prof. Zvi Mazeh, ifte head of
Aviv University's Astronomy and
Astrophysics Department, said astrol-

ogy is not a science but that those
who deal in it are not charlatans.

“But there is nothing in the the-

ory that the stars affect individu-
als," he said. - • .

Herzl Lipshitz, an astrologer, saod

cv^tiwLubaviidTerRebbehadiimt
ed him to a discussion on astrology. -

But Prof. Ariel Cohen, front
Hebrew University's Atmospheric
Science Department, said that-

astrologers themselves do . hot
believe in the horoscopes they-

publish. v :

The committee decided to fexaui-

ine whether or not to require publi-

cations to print a cautionary- note ,

above horokropes.
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Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000 «

Please send me sets o£ §

Blessings of Peace Greeting Cards at NIS 36 each
^

Postage in Israel: /NIS 6

Tblal NIS
Enclosed check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.

Please list gift recipient's name, address and message separately.

Visa Isc/MCD Diners Q AmEx
CC No. Em.

Dedication of the Rachel and Aharon
Dahan Exodus Classroom Building
and the Rabbi Harry Wohlberg Chair
in Biblical Commentary

In die presence of the donors
Rachel and Aharon Dahan (nfRachel and Aharon Dahan (of Baltimore)
and the Wohlberg family

City

Phone (day)

Please sendme a fire* catalogof Bezalel-Levy cards.

TeL

03-131-8513

this evening, June 17, 1997'.

at 6:30 p.m. on campus
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